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•Episcopal Church Acts
4
ENDS JIM CROW CONVOCATION
Marks End
Ten Years
Of Struggle
The 124th annual convention of
the Episcopal Diocese of Tennes-
see which was held in St. John's
church, Knoxville. Jan. 18 and 19.
brought an end to the 35 year
old Convocation of Colored People
of the diocese of Tennessee.
This convocation, which has in-
lided members of Negro parish.and missions of the diocese has
for a long time kept Negroes and VOL. V—No. 13
whites separated on a local level
in the four grand divisions of the
diocese.
The action of the convention
brought to a successful conclusion,
the efforts of many Negro lead-
ers in the church, who for the past
10 years have sought .its dissolu-
tion.
NAACP Top Leaders Conlin Will Openg MembershipCampaign
THE
Tri-State Defender
'The Saudis Indapaaehre Wesdif
*06,4
•
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Governor Rejects Bias Proposals
Integration In
State 'Hopeful'
By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — An open letter to the State Board of
Education and a $1,000 contribution to the NAACP were
-Nnong the accomplilthments of the Tennessee Education
-Tongress' Delegate Assembly last week.
The one-day business session of the state teachers'
organization held at Tennessee
State university drew some 200
teachers and their representatives
from all sections of the state. .1.
H. Parrish of Jackson, TEC presi-
dent, presided.
''The status of Tennessee
Schools" was diecussed for the
delegates by Dr. Quill E. Cope.
Principal Thomas Dunnigan of
Oak Ridge High School addressed
the assembly. Much of the activity
of his school in its transition from
school was reviewed with empha-
ea upon the hopeful climate
which the school continues to en-
ley-
SPECIAL STUDY
George A. Key, principai of Or-
Chid High school, Chattanooga,
made the report of the Coordinat-
ing (Joint TEC-TEA) committee.
An account of the legislative pro-
gram which is supported by both
organizations was given by Mr.
Key. He pointed out that the mat-
ter of teacher retirement, one of
the TEC-TEA programs, h a d
reached such stage that a special
findings of the study show cause,
a recall of both the TEA re
pre-Boycott Of Busesstudy is being conducted. If the
Baptist Two
Day Confab
Draws 2.000
ROT SPRINGS, Ark.—Two day
lessions of the main conferences
of the annual Mid-winter meeting
of the National Negro Baptist Con-
vention and its subsidiaries were
beld here last week, Wednesday
sad Thursday.
Some 2,000 delegates were pres-
11t for the meeting, held in the
47.4tional Baptist building. Dr. J.
Jackime of Chicago, president,
presided ever the business sea-
Mons.
The Joint Committee oa Negro
Ministerial Education, headed by
Rev. William R. Strassner, presi-
dent of Shaw university at Rai-
, sigh, N. C., made a summary of
its findings, and stressed the need
for wider educational effort.
; NO AUXILIARY MEMBERS
1 The committee is composed ofresentatives of the National Bap-
Baptist Convention, which owns
and operates the Spa building, rep-
resentatives of the National Bap-
See BAPTIST Page 2
Members Of AMEZ Bishops Board
BOARD OF AMEZ BISHOPS
— Shown are the members of
the AMES Board of Bishops
we.* w,.-r• either d or re•
elected recently at a confab
held in Durham, N. C. Left to
right, they are: Bishop William
A. Stewart, of Washing*
ton. D. C.; Herbert B. Shaw,
of Wilmington, N. C. and're-
eh! led treasurer of the boar*
Stephen G. Spottswood, of
Memphis, Tesui.; William J.
Walls, of Chicago, 111., senior
bishop and re-elected secre-
tary of the board of bioblopa;
Walter W. Slade, al Charlotte,
N. C., elected ehairdtaasi the
board; Hampton T. Medfor, of
Washington, D. C., re-elected
asst. secretary; Raymond L.
Jones, of Salisbury, N. C., and
William C,, Brown, of Brook-
lyn, N. Y. and retiring chair-
Man of the board of bishops.
lishop Daniel C. Pope, resi-
dent bishop of Africa, was un.
able to attend the Bishops
Council held in Durham, N. C.
I 
Promises To
Keep Policy
Of Fairness
sentative Assembly and the TEC
Delegate Assembly may be war-
ranted.
Dr. W. S. Davis, Tennessee State
university president, explained
and enlarged upon the special
state-wide project to be launched
ISee HOPEFUL Page 2
Compromise Ends
A compromise agreement between a 'boycotted bus
line and Negro leaders brought to an end this past week
a "dOn't ride the buses" protest which lasted better than
six weeks in Montgomery, Ala.
The protest, admittedly highly effective by company
officials, drew out of the arrest- i
ing and fining of a Negro woman passenger who refu
sed to give up
her seat to a white man.
Under the Jim Crow laws seat-
ing arrangements were such that
once Negroes filled an allotted
space in the rear of the bus they
would have to stand no matter
how many empty seats were avail-
able.
NEW POLICIES
Protesters had held out for an
arrangement which would allow
Negroes to start seating from the
rear and take empty seats toward
the front as long as they were
empty, the hiring of Negro driv-
ers in heavily populated Negro
districts, and courtesy to all pas-
Today's Teenagers—Tomorrow's Leaders
'Blackboard Jungle' Type Student
Can't Win A Top Post At Douglass
BY MOSES J. NEWSON
(Second In Series) (po
sited in a bank at regular in-
tervals to be definitely decided.
Ever think of the kids you met in "Knock on A
ny Target day for this project's in-
Door" or "Blackboard Jungle" and wonder 
how much ception is September, Miss Rod- 
See COMPROMISE Page 2
power their type wields at the school your child atten
ds?
Well, out at Douglass High school, the student type
I who filled those movie roles couldn'
t muster enough
votes to get themselves elected as-
sistant pencil sharpener. That's'1 September of this year.
cot to say there isn't a problem' The first is a Xmas Savings Ac-
child here and there: it's just to
assure that they aren't running 
count program. Monies will be de-
things — not by a long shot.
Fact is, Douglass students go as
agar the other extreme as posse
ere when it comes to picking boys
and girls to represent them and
. 
their school.
MISS ERNESTINE RODGERS
They pick them like Miss Ernes-
tine Rodgers, 17, daughter of El-
der and Mrs. J. E. Rodgers of 1635
Oriole, whom they elected presi-
dent of the Student Council in one
• of the closest contests t
his city
has ever seen.
Miss Rodgers, a senior, is also
. 
prexy of the city-wide Library as-
sociation. Mrs. Rachel Carhee, li-
brarian at Douglass, and Coach A.
, D. Miller, who also teaches 
civics,
are student council advisors. Mrs.
Carhee is also advisor for the
Douglass Library club.
Students tn grades of 8-12 help
elect the president of the student
eouncil, which has as one of its
main purposes, says Miss Rod-
ers, "the encouraging of closer
lationship between students and
acuity."
Just now the Douglass High Stu-
dent Council ,is formulating de-
tails on the operation of two im-
portant new activities they hope
will be Metalled soak se later dun
gers said.
STUDENT COURT
The second is a Student Court 
Full Text Of
This court would try misdemean-
or cases involving students. When oward
necessary, trials with judges would
See BLACKBOARD Page 3
MISS ERNESTINE RODGERS
woe the Student Council elec.
Hon at Douglass by just two
votes. Mee seemed *sell Mg
role last week as ele students
received chest X-rays. (New-
som Mete)
_Reply
To FBI Hoover
Publisher Says 'Marian Anderson
Miss. Whites 
I On TV Jan. 30
"A voice like yours is heard only
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Davis once in a hundred years."
Lee, Negro publisher of a New- These were Arturo Toscanini's
ark, N. J., newspaper, the Tele- words to Marian Anderson after
hearing her sing for the first time.
Miss Anderson's superb contralto
voice will be heard in NBC-TV's
'Producers' Showcase" Monday,
Jan. 30 (8-9:30 p.m., EST), when
S. Hurok presents "Festival of Mu-
sic", a "live" colorcast of some
of the world's greatest music per-
formed by 10 of its greatest mu-
sical personalities.
MANY HONORS
Honor-laden as few have been
in the history of music, Philadel-
phia-born Marian Anderson has be-
come a legend to millions across
the world. She was first of her
race to sing at the Metropolitan
'IT'S A TRAGEDY' Opera, making front-page news
Huie's article was placed in the with her debut there in Verdi's
Congressional Record last week by
' Rep. Charles C. Diggs, jr., (Dem.
Mich.)
Rivers said, "It is a tragedy
when the good name of a state is
held up for dramatic purposes, to
ridicule and scorn at the hands
of these headline seekers such as
the one that appears in Look Mag-
agine."
Dr. T. R. M. Howard, Missis-
sippi Civil Rights leader, last
week took up the challenge FBI
Chief J. Edgar Hoover hurled his
way by means of an "open" letter
that criticized the militant medic
for "intemperate, basNess, irre-
sponsible and false" charges.
Mr. Hoover's letter, which Dr.
Howard said was released to
newspapers 12 hours before it ar-
rived at his home in Mound Ba-
you, also claimed "large responsi-
bility" for eliminating lynchings
and KKK break-ups, a claim which
Dr. Howard disagreed with in his
reply.
In one instance, where a news-
paper reported Dr. Howard said
there appeared to be leaks M the
FBI's southern investigations, Mr.,
Hoover called for proof or a re-
taction. Dr. Howard answered
that he had not been directly quot-
ed and advised that information
concerning the case in question
was being sent the FBI chief under
another cover.
WHAT HOOVER SAID
On. specific points Mr. Hoover
made the following citations:
"You are quoted as saying
See FULL 18XT Page
'Love Negroes
gram gave a clean "bill of health"
to Mississippi in an article last
week.
His article was introduced into
the Congressional Record by Jeep.
L. Mendel Rivers, a South Caro-
lina Democrat, who made a one-
minute speech in Congress last
week in opposition to an article
on the Till murder case which
was carried in Look, a nationally.
circulated popular magazine.
Rivers said the article, written
by William Bradford Huie, a white
commentator and reporter, in ef-
fect told the nation Mississippi "is
one of the worst places on earth."
See PUBLISHER Page 2
"The Masked Ball" on Jan. 7. Re-
cipient of the $10,000 Bok Award,
the Spingarn Medal and five hon-
orary doctorates of music, she is
represented in a mural in the De-
partment of the Interior in Wash-
ington commemorating her Eas-
ter Sunday concert in 1939 that
drew 75,000 people to the Lincoln
Memorial. She has sung twice in
See MARIAN Page 2
ELBERT PARRISH set a state
basketball scoring record this
season, dumping in 54 points
Mt • stadia game. He bolds
second place trophy Ms team
woo hi the Holiday tournament
held at Woodstock. (Newsom
Phote)
NASHVILLE—Flanked by Atty.
General George McCanless, edu-
cational commissioner Quill Cope
and four church leaders, Gov.
Frank Clement, Monday refused
to be 'pressured" on the segre-
gation issue by a delegation of
Pro
-segregationists.
Several hundred Pro-segrega-
tionist e from Memphis and Chat-
tanooga had come to the capital
to urge legislation which would
assure continued segregation in
public schools.
More than 200 flag-bearing peo-
ple of the delegation moved about
the capitol corridor awaiting word
from the two hour meeting held
in the governor's conference room.
NOT IN PUBLIC FAVOR'
Gov. Clement wise mtisurteoue In
receiving the group, but flatly
rejected their proposals for ac-
tion in defiance of the Supreme
Court decision outlawing school
segregation.
He told them: ". . . I don't
think the course of action you
suggest is in the public favor."
A committee of 20 people re-
presenting pro - segregationists
and the white citizen councils of
Tennessee, took in part of the
conference. Wayne T. DeWees, of
See PROMISES Page 2
The national office of the NAACP
will have its two top men
in Memphis on Feb. 2 when the
cal chapter will open its drive for
10,000 new members with a public
program at Metropolitan Baptist
church, Dr. S. A. Owen, minis-
ter.
Famed Atty. Thurgood Marshele,
chief of the NAACP's legal deparb-
inent, guest speaker for the pro-
THURGOOD MARSHALL
ROY MAINS
gram, te being accompanied be
by Roy Wilkins, executive seers*
tary. The Metropolitan program id
slated to start at 8 p.m.
This will mark one of the not
too frequent occasions when both
A.ty. Marshall, often referred to
as "Mr. Civil Rights", and Mr.
Wilkins have visited in a city eueli
See WILL OPEN Page*
Dr. Howard Is Right
(An Editorial)
In the current controversy between J. Edgar Hoover,
head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Dr. T.
R. M. Howard, civil rights spokesman for the Negroes of
Mississippi and the South, there is much to be said on
both sides.
It is true, as Mr. Hoover points out that the FBI ie
primarily an investigative arm of the federal government.
The extent of its investigations and the disposition made
of the facts which it uncovers remain at the discretion of
the designated division of the Department of Justice. And
the Department of Justice is primarily concerned with the
application of laws passed by the federal government. The
extent of its jurisdiction pertaining to law enforcement
within the individual states is somewhat of a technical
matter not too clear to the layman. Mr. Hoover's posttios
is clear in that area. 
FundamentallyDr. Howard is right in his contention
that Negroes are being killed and deprived of their civil
rights in Mississippi and elsewhere in the South, a n
nothing appreciable is being done about it. He is right in
calling attention to the fact that in too many instances
the law enforcement machinery of the state has failed tap
protect Negroes in their civil rights. He is right in raising
the question as to the part the FBI should play in seeing
that the rights of American citizens are protected regard.
less of state lines. He is right in voicing the justifiable su-
spicion that there may he some kind of liaison between
some southern Federal Bureau of Investigation agents and
local law enforcement officers in Mississippi which ob-
structs the processes of justice as applied to Negroes.
Dr. Howard's contentions are difficult to prove, tot
'Obvious reasons. But the logic of the situation supports
him. For instance, in his rebuttal to Mr. Hoover's state.
ment about the part the FBI played in fighting the Ka
Klux Klan and lynching in the South, Dr. Howard raises
the logical question. He observes that since there is mo
Federal law pertaining to lynching in the states, a *
yet the FBI chief claims a part in reducing the incidenee
of the practice in states where the local law enforeentent
machinery failed to function, why then has it failed to ad
in the similar circumstances established by the current
Mississippi atrocities against Negroes?
The charge that Dr. Howard is a "headline hunter*
as suggested in the Hoover statement, is irrelevant in tie
face of the ghastly facts upon which the militant physic-
ian is focusing national attention.
It seems from here that Dr. Howard is right enough
to make it unnecessary for the head of a great govern-
ment law enforcement agency to waste time in indulging
In personalities and name calling. It seems that as an of.
ficial whose position implies a passion for justice asd
right on his part, Mr. Hoover would use his time-seeking
means to find a way for his great investigative organism-
tion to help in the civil rights tight, jest as It sought
means to apply He force and effectiveness maim* I b •
rampaging gangsters of another mast ass.
;a••••••.1.
•
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Promises
(Continued From Page It
Memphis, was committee chair-
man.
Arthur A. Canada, of Chatta-
nooga, president of STMG, earlier
in a statement had called Gov.
Clement "Our Renegade Govern-
SPECIAL TAX FOR NEGROES
' Canada on three or four occa-
sions during the conference read
a resolution denouncing desegrega-
tion. The group wanted a special
legislature called for the purpose
Of passing laws which would al-
low public fund, to support pri-
'ate schools.
I They also suggested Negro tax-
es to support Negro schools, and
White taxes to support white
Schools. In a prepared statement
Gov. Clement told the group: "I
am doing what I consider to be in
the best interest of Tennessee and
the Tennesseans."
FROWNS ON PRESSURE
"We are always interested in
the views of all citizens. I do not
believe in pressure tactics and a
governor who submits to pressure,
rather than follow reason would
not be worthy of the office.
''The Atty. General of the state,
Most of the ministers, rabbis, and
priests as well as other interest-
ed citizens, with whom I have had
contact with have supported our
position. They feel as I do that
strife breeds more strife, violence
produces more violence and caus-
es trouble where none would other-
wise exist.
' "So long as I consider our
present course the correct one,
morally and legally we shall con-
tinue A."
DESEGREGATION PICTURE
Dr. Cope and Atty. General Mc-
Car:less brought the group up-to-
date on the desegregation picture
in Tennessee. They explained the
Step down plan now operating at
the college level as the legal as-
pects of the Supreme Court rul-
ing.
It was pointed out that the
Only desegregated school at pre-
sent is Oak Ridge,
MINISTERS IN PACK
Ministers attending represented
the major faiths. Members of
the delegation carried signs
reading "Segregation or War."
''No Compromise, God, the ori-
ginal segregationist" and on one
of the cards "Save our children
from the black flag.''
A Defender staff writer was
' forced by the milling in the
corridor to show his press card,
end one man in the group who
elaimed to be from Memphis,
I told the writer, "This meeting is
for whites, so
I Several others closed in and
were shoving the reporter about
' when another signaled them that
One of the uniformed officers
was approaching.
(Continued From Page le
(Baltimore Morning Sun,) " 'We
must find out why Southern invest-
igators of the FBI can't seem to
solve a crime where a Negro is
involved.' You made these state-
ments in connection with the slay-
ing of Emmett Till, George W.
Lee and Lamar Smith.
"For your information this bu-
reau upon instruction of the Civil
Rights section of the Central
Crime division of the Department
of Justice, conducted a prelimi-
nary inquiry immediately upon re-
ceipt of information alleging a Civ-
il Rights violation and the facts
are submitted to the Department
of Justice for its determination as
to prosecution or further investi-
gative action. Further investiga-
tion of Civil Rights cases are con-
ducted at the direction of the De-
partment of Justice."
ON LYNCHINGS, KKK
". . . You seem to have eona-
pletely forgotten the work of this
Bureau which was largely respon-
sible for the virtual elimination
of lynchings in the South and also,
was mainly responsible for t b e
breaking up of the KKK in the
Carolinas and Georgia.
". . . As you will recall when
the body of Emmitt Till was found
in the Tallahatchie River in Mis-
sissippi, August 31, 1955, the avail-
able facts concerning this were
presented to the Civil Rights Com-
mission of the Department of Jus-
tice by this Bureau.
"This Department advised that
the facts would not indicate a vi-
olation of any Federal stature. Ac-
cordingly this Bureau did not con-
duct any further investigation in
this case.
"In the Rev. Lee case you will
recall that the Rev. Lee was kill-
ed on May 7, 1955. The Criminal
Division of the Department of jus-
tice requested an investigation into
the death of Rev. Lee. Such an
Investigation was immediately con-
ducted by agents of this Bureau
and the facts as developed were
submitted to Department of Jus-
tice. In connection with the Lamar
Smith case the facts surrounding
this matter were submitted to the
Criminal Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice and we were ad-
vised that an investigation w a s
not to be carried out by this
Bureau.
DEMANDS EVIDENCE
The Chicago American on Dec.
28, 1955, carried a new story
entitled 'F. B. I. Leaks Hit at Till
acquittal. According to the news
story you stated confidential in-
formation usually leaks from the
local FBI office, and winesses to
Negro slaying are subjected to
pressures, as results. You, un-
doubtedly, know that files of this
Bureau is confidental in nature and
I am deeply concerned as your
statement contains a very serious
, charge. If you have evidence of
I such a grave dereliction of duty,
when it is your duty to call it to
3.;
67 N. CLEVELAND
PHONE BR. 2-2972
BAD CREDIT?
NEED REPAIR?
Call Us We Can Do It.
ALL WITH NO MONEY
DOWN AND SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
CALL BR 2-2972
NOW:YOU CAN STOP
Pttli"1
THIS IS IT-
.1
QUALITY,
FLAVOR
• and new low
•
• PRICE!
6YEARS OLD
90 PROOF
roma
FIVE BROTIIERS
IMUOS*114 WHISKIY • Man sy Nowt
Medley 04vanta1 C.fotisony, Iffs•khotfry
'die attention of the responsible °f-
ilth": of the FBI or Department
of Justice.
"From the information available
to me, I know of no such instance.
I feel compelled to request that
you submit such evidence as you
have to sustain your irresponsible
charge or that you issue a pub-
lic retraction. . ."
Dr. Howard's reply came sur-
prisingly soon on the heels of the
heralded statement by Mr. Hoov-
er.
The Text qf his letter follows:
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Buseau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
"On Jan. 18, 1956, I was called
by the Memphis Commercial Ap-
peal, and asked if I had any com-
ment on a letter from you to
me which you had released to
them. Subsequently, and on the
same day, I received similar calls
from other newspapers and press
associations.
"Your letter to me reached my
Mound Bayou, Miss., home at
9 a. m. on Jan. 1, 1956 a full
twelve hours after my first call
from the newspapers. Since I had
was quer by these newspapers
I was un make a complete
reply. I only ,'"esume that
you releas 14ter prior to
the time it 'possibly have
reached roe an t you wanted
the whole matter o become an
issue in the area of public con-
troversy. I shall, therefore, follow
your example and release t his
letter to the newspapers.
"The crux of your complaint, as
I gather it, is that I have made
false and irresponsible charges
against the FBI in connection
with the murders of George W.
Lee, Lamar Smith and Emmett
Till, all of whom were killed in
Mississippi during 1955. I am sure
that you will understand that these
murders, all of which have gone
unpunished, have excited genu-
ine concern on the part of millions
of Americans. That concern has
been heightened by the fact that
J. W. Mllam and Roy Bryant ex-
plained in last week's Look maga-
zine that they did kill Emmett
Till. Since that confession there
has been no move to take any
further proceedings against them,
either by state or federal authori-
ties, so far ag I know. As a resi-
dent of Mississippi, I know, and
I am sure that FBI agents know,
that the facts in the George Lee
and Lamar Smith murders are,
widely known in the communities
in which they were murdered.
"I am a layman not a lawyer.
I do not pretend to know the in-
tricacles of the law. I do know
that my own criticism of the fail-
ure of justice in these cases is
a reflection of the feelings of many
thousands of persons to whom I
have spoken and with whom I have
talked in the past few months.
They are as dismayed as I am
that murders can be committed
in the United States and that
murderers can escape indictment,
as in the George Lee and Lamar
Smith cases, or win acquittal as
in the Emmett Till case, when,
as in all these cases, the facts
about the cases are so well known
to law enforcement authorities,
federal as well as state.
"As I understand your concept
of the law in these matters, your
Bureau is required only to make
investigations at the request of
the Department of Justice. After
you have made these investiga-
tions, upon request, you lay the
facts before the Department of
Justice which then determines
whether or not prosecution will
be undertaken or futher in-
vestigations will be made. It
seems reasonable to suppose
that the Department of Jus-
tice must depend, for a final
I judgment as to whether or
not prosecution will ise under-
taken, on the facts as reported
by your Bureau. You say that
such investigations were made in
the George Lee case. I do not
know, of c9urse, the extent of your
Investigation. I do not know wheth-
er or not you determined that this
was merely a murder case, fall-
ing within the province of the
State of Mississippi, or whether
you determined it was part of a
wide-spread conspiracy reaching
across state lines that might have
brought them within the purview
of federal-civil-rights statutes.
I "What I do know is that a Ne-
gro citizen who sought to vote
was murdered and that both State
and Federal Governments have
declined to take any action. I do
not know upon what grounds the
Department of Justice declined ju-
risdiction. I do know that I sent
a telegram to the Department of
Justice asking for a conference on
these matters and received an an-
swer some four weeks later stat-
ing that such a conference would
be arranged. No date was set for
that proposed meeting.
"It was against that background
that I voiced my criticism of fed-
eral inaction in my Baltimore
speech. The quotation attributed
to me by the Baltitnore Morning
Sun is not entirely accurate.
"In substance I said on that oc-
casion that 'We must find out why
the FBI cannot seem to solve a
crime where a Negro is murder-
ed by a white man in Mississippi.'
Whether the reason for that fail-
ure lies in inadequacy of federal
FIGHT POLIO — The Com-
mittee for the Fifth Annual
Polio Ball are making elabor-
ate plans for their Charity
Dance at Club Flamingo, 1404
Hernando, on Thursday, Feb.
2. From left:, Mrs. Ann Law-
rence Hall, Mrs, Naoimi Go.
chett, and Mrs. Mabel K. John-
son, chairman. Tickets have
been mailed to all the promi-
nent clubs in the city to assist
In the "Clubs Against Polio"
project. Each club buying 20
tickets will receive a free ta-
ble and name card. Any club
not receiving tickets is asked
to call the Polio Office, JA.
5-2941, Mrs. Johnson has work-
ed for the polio drive for the
past three years and Mrs. Hail
for the past five years in some
capacity. Tickets are on sale
to the general public at var-
ious stores throughout the city.
statutes, or restrictive interpreta-
tion of such statutes by the De-
partment of Justice or the failure
of FBI Investigative machinery,
the fact remains that 'the FBI
cannot seem to solve a crime
where a Negro is murdered by a
white man in Mississippi'. Of
course, I do not know the extent
or character of the Bureau's In-
vestigation in the nu case. I do
not know whether your investiga-
tion was made available to Mis-
sissippi law enforcement authori-
ties. It is plain now in the light
of the J. W. Milam confession In
the Till case that the facts in
that case lay close to the surface.
I have the impression that in many
instances the FBI has conducted
investigations and found facts
which were then given to state
authorities for prosecution of the
wrong doers.
"You say that I have 'conven-
iently forgotten the work of this
Bureau. . .was largely responsi-
ble for the virtual elimination of
lynching in the South and, also
was mainly responsible for the
breaking up of the KKK in the
Carolinas and Georgia." Frankly,
there is a wide difference of opin-
ion between us on that score. You
are as entitled to your opinion that
the FBI deserves credit on both
these scores as I am to mine that
lynching was eliminated and the
KKK broken up by persistent ac-
tion by the NAACP and by an
aroused pubPc opinion. I cannot
recall a prosecution of lynching,
as such, bs 'e Federal Govern-
ment and I suppose that such
prosecution of lynching, as such, is
a matter for the States. In view
of that fact, I do not under-
stand how the FBI was able to
take effective action to "virtually
eliminate" lynching in light of
your statement that the Depart-
ment of Justice can act only when
Federal statutes have been vio-
lated. If the Federal Government
was able to act in the area of
lynching, in the absence of a fed-
eral anti-lynching statute, is it pos-
sible to undertake similar action
in cases such as the George Lee
Lamar Smith and Emmett Till
cases in light of a similar claim-
ed lack of applicable Federal stat-
utes?
"I did charge in my Chicago
Press Conference speech that there
had apparently been a 'leak' of
FBI investigations in Mississippi.
The complainants live in Mississ-
ippi and I believe that you will
agree with me that any complaint'
ant in that state risks his person-
al safety when he makes charges
that run counter to current public
opinion in that state. Therefore, I
will not recite the specifice Case
in this letter which will be re-
leased to the press. Under separ-
ate cover I am sending you a
statement of the facts in that case.
I know that you will guarantee the
safety of that individual. One of
the things which I wanted to dis-
cuss and tried to discuss, with
the Department of Justice was that
very matter. Since I was never
given a definite appointment' I was
unable to present it through those
channels.
"In conclusion, I reject t h e
charge that I have made 'false
and irresponsible charges.' I have
exercised my right as an Ameri-
can citizen to criticise government-
al functions. I shall continue to
exercise that right, even when it
leads to a difference of opinion ne-
tween me and the pubic servants.
I regret that this controversy has
arisen since it tends to obscure the
fact that the real issue in the
South, and in the Nation and the
world for that matter, is not our
differences as to FBI action, or
inaction, but the fact that Ameri-
can citizens are being wantonly
murdered in Mississippi and that
their murderers are going unpuns
ished. Since your letter to me was
in the nature of an open state-
Whether It's . .
For a pleasant moment, or an occa-
sion, get your favorite Liquor, Wine
or Gin at
QUALITY LIQUORS
321 Beale
"We have what it takes to keep you in
Fine Spir;•-"
Scouts Honor
4 Groups At
Annual Dinner
Four religious institutions which
have sponsored Boy Scout troops
for the past 27 years and more
will be recognized at the annual
dinner meeting of the Central Di-
vision of Chickasaw Council. Boy
Scouts of America, Friday, Jan.
27.
Named as the oldest troop spon-
sor was Centenary Methodist
church, which for 28 years has
sponsored Troop 100. Harry Rat-
cliffe and S. L. Noble have serv-
ed as committeemen since the
troop was organized in 1928. J. W.
Ester, who now serves as the
central division commissioner was
the scoutmaster.
Troop 102, sponsored by the Me-
tropolitan Baptist church, Troop
103, sponsored by Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral, and Troop 104, spon-
sored by Mt. Pisgah CME church
are all 27 years old.
EXPECT 100
About' 100 Scout leaders and
friends of scouting are expected
to attend the annual dinner meet-
ing in the dining room of Mt.
Olive cathedral. 7:30 p.m., Friday,
Jan. 27.
One adult who contributed most
to Chickasaw council through the
years will be awarded the Silver
Begver, the highest Council adult
award.
Henry Loeb, commissioner of
the Department of Public Works
will be the main speaker at the
awards session, starting at 8:15.
The dinner will start at 7:30 p.m.
Former Silver Beaver winners will
be saluted.
R. D. Fuller, president of Chick-
asaw council and several mem-
bers of the executive board will
speak. 0, B. Johnson, newly elect-
ed chairman of the Central divis-
ion, will preside.
Mark End
(Continued From Page 1)
At the present time, there are
four convocations in the diocese
representating the four grand di-
visions of the diocese, Upper East
Tennessee, Lower East Tennessee,
Middle Tennessee and West Ten-
nesee. From this date on, Ne-
groes. will attend the convocations
in the geographical districts in
which they reside.
Negro young people of the dio-
cese were invited and included in
the diocesesan Young Peoples or-
ganization eight years ago, and
have since that time been a part
of the general program of the
youth of the diocese.
The formal resolution to abolish
the Colored Convocation, was pre-
sented by the Rev. George A. Fox,
white, rector of Christ church,
Chattanooga. Not one dissenting
vote was cast against the resolu-
tion.
Publisher
(Continued From Page 1)
Rivers said the Davis Lee arti-
cle in the Telegram 'written by
a man who had nothing to gain"
was an answer to Huie's Look ar-
ticle.
'NO WORSE THAN ANY OTHER'
Lee wrote that after seven weeks
in Mississippi he was convinced
the state "is no worse than any
other state in the union."
"What has happened there could
have happened in any of the 48
states with sufficient provocative
agitation," Lee said.
Lee wrote that the following
fact was evident everywhere he
went. . ."White people in Mis-
sissippi love and respect their
Negro employees."
ment to the newspapers I regret
very much that you did not see fit
to include in it a condemnation of
these murders. Your condemna-
tion might do much to balt this
wave of violence. In any event, I
shall continue to join with the mil-
lions of other Americans and cry
out against injustice and against
, that kind of administration of jus-
tice which permits murders to
go free to boast their crimes.
Dr. T. R. M. Howard
Marian'
(Continued From Page V)
the White House, the second time
for the royal guests from Ehg-
land, King George and Queen Eliz-
abeth.
CITED BY KING
King Gustav Adolph conferred
on her Sweden's "Litteris et Ar-
tibus" medal; from the Emperor
of Japan she received the Yuko-
sho Medal; Finland gave her its
esteemed Order of the White Rose
and the Marshall Mannerheim
Medal, and still other decorations
have come from Haiti, Liberia,
France and the Philippines.
One of three daughters of a mod-
est Philadelphia family (her fa-
ther sold ice and coal; her moth-
er was an ex-schoolmistress from
Virginia), Marian Anderson show-
ed early signs of extraordinary
gifts. She sang in the church choir
as a child, and frequently filled
in for an absent soprano, tenor or
bass after she graduated to the
"grown-up" choir. It's to that ex-
perience she attributes the range
and timbre of her phenomenal
voice,
Compromise
(Continued From Page 1)
aengers by bus drivers.
The proposal which the City
Commission said was agreed on
by all present said "definite poli-
cies" would be set up within the
framework of the segregation law
that will be fair to all citizens,
white and Negro.
These policies include:
"I. — Courtesy on the part of
bus operators shall be uniformly
extended to all patrons of our
city buses.
"2. — The first 10 seats in the
front of each bus shall be reserv-
ed for white passengers and the
last 10 seats in the rear for Negro
passengers, It is agreed that in
accommodating additiozgal passen-
gers white passengers shall occu-
py seats from the front to the
rear and Negroes from the rear to
the front.
"3. — During rush hours when
large numbers of Negro passen-
gers are riding into and out of the
Negro sections of the city special
buses will be signed strictly for
use of Negro passengers.
"4. — Full bus service will be
Coleman Vows To 0,
Keep Jim Crow
NEW ORLEANS — A record
number of Negroes voted in elec-
tions here last week which return-
ed Earl L. Long to the governor's
mansion for the third time.
The 150,000 Negroes who cast
ballots were twice as many as had
ever gone to the polls since the
Reconstruction period which fol-
lowed the Civil War,
Long won the Louisiana guber-
natorial primary by a landslide
when his chief opponent, Mayor
DeLesseps S. Morrison of New Or-
leans, conceded after trailing by
a 3 to 1 margin.
Victory in the Democrat primary
is tantamount to election in this
state.
The latest returns showed Long
with 326,429 votes and Morrison
with 156,942.
Three other candidates ran in
the primary, with one of them pro-
jecting the race issue in the cam-
paign.
He is James L. McLemore, a cat-
tle raiser, who said segregation
was the main issue and promised
to set up a south-wide organiza-
tion of governors to fight inte-
gration efforts if elected.
Apparently Louisianaians did not
think much of his platform for they
cast fewer votes for him than any
of the five candidates.
The other candidates incorpor-
ated the race issue along with oth-
ers and promised to improve rec-
reation facilities for Negroes.
Long, the brother of the late
Huey "Kingfish" Long, will suc-
ceed Robert F. Kennon. He first
served as governor in 1939 when
he stepped up to the executive
mansion when the then governor
resigned.
He ran in 1940 but was defeated.
He was successful in 1948.
In other election news from
southern states, newly-elected Gov.
J. P. Coleman of Mississippi told
his state and the nation that Mis-
sissippi will keep segregation with-
out violence and despite the fed-
eral government.
resumed in Negro sections upon, Coleman, who succeeds H u g h
statement al their desire to use I White, said in his inaugural ad-
the bus service." dress:
"With all due respect to the Atty. H. T. Lockard, Memphis
mighty power of the U. S. gov- I branch president, who disclosed at
ernment, it will never be able to, week end that Mr. Wilkins also
force racial integration in Mis-I
sissippi nor in any other state 
was corning to Memphis, said that
a highlight of the program at Me-
Baptist
(Continued From Page 1)
tist Convention of America and the
Southern and Northern Baptist
Conventions, white organizations.
Also meeting in conjunction with
the board is the Board of Lay-
men's convention, of which Al-
len Jordan of Bfboklyn, N. Y., is
president, and the Board of Sun-
day School and Baptist convention,
headed by Rev. W. H. Jernigan of
Washington.
About 300 auxiliary members
registered for the convention. Mrs.
Nannie H. Burroughs of Washing-
ton, nationally-known woman lead-
er, is president of this group.
The convention took up the sub-
ject of assistance for the Theolog-
ical Seminary at Nashville, Tenn.,
and the development of the MM-
isterial Retirement fund.
Reports were also made on the
United Evangelistic campaign in
cooperation with the Baptists of
the U. S.
Hopeful
(Continued -From Page 1)
by teachers. The delegates receiv-
ed and approved the plan.
The report of Executive Secre-
tary George W. Brooks, which
showed the largest income in the
history of the organization, was
received with an ovation and spec-
ial commendation.
CONTRIBUTION TO NAACP
The delegates voted a $1,000 con-
tribution to the NAACP and au-
thorized an open communication
to the State Board of Education
offering the services of teachers
on their representatives in the
study of integration in the public
schools.
ELECT OFFICERS
Officers elected were William H.
Fort, Nashville, third vice presi-
dent; Miss G. Y. Russell, Ripley,
recording secretary; Mrs. Evelyn
P. Hall, Gallatin, assistant re-
cording secretary; Mrs. F. A. San-
ders, Nashville, treasurer; John
L. Pitts, Chattanooga, parliament-
arian; J. H. Stevens, Murfrees-
boro; E. P. Caruthers, Johnson
City; Guy E. Hoffman, Arlington; I
and D. M. Senter, Knoxville, exec-
utive committee members. Mrs.
F. A. Dobbins, Jackson; Dr. H. A.
Bowen, Nashville; Mrs_Arizona Of-
ficer, Oak Ridge; and John Kohl-
helm, Somerville, were elected
professional meetings' representa-
tives.
FamU Clinic
TALLAHASSEE — Outstanding
physicians, dentists and pharm-
acists from throughout the coun-
try will participate in the 26th
annual meeting of the Florida A
and M university Clinical associa-
tion which meets Feb. 7-9 at the
university hospital and health cen-
ter here.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOE EVERYONE
3115 Papier sre Laviliredel•
Ph.,,. 5-6340
the governor's statement, at least
four Negroes have met violent
death in his state during the past
year, and several others seriously
injured.
Among those killed were the
Rev. George W. Lee, Belzoni; La-
mar Smith, Brookhaven; Emmett
Louis Till, near Money, and Clin-
ton Melton, Glendora.
In a radi, address, Coleman
touched on the Till case. He said
in part:
"So far as I sm personally con-
cerned they both (Milam and Bry-
ant) should have been convicted
and electrocuted.
And if the NAACP and Rep.
Diggs of Detroit would stay out
of our state and let us alone, we
would have got the job done.
Now, that's the cold brutal facts
about it, and it's just one of those
things."
Will Open )0i
where the people are unwilling to
have it done."
Appealing for understanding
from other sections of the nation,
Coleman said:
"We ask you to remember that
by reason of the numbers involv-
ed, this problem is more acute
here than in any other state in
the nation."
Negroes constitute about 45 per
cent of the Mississippi population.
However, only a small percent-
age are allowed to vote.
Coleman also said, "The white
people of Mississippi are not a
race of Negro killers." Despite
(Continued From Page lf
distance from their New York
headquarters at the same time.
GREAT INTEREST
Naturally, this has led to some
speculation and great interest in
the forthcoming meeting. It is be-
lieved some highly important bus-
iness will be covered during the
visit of the two NAACP chiefs.
Mr. Marshall's address in Mem-
phis will be one of his first since
he returned from his honeymoon
a few weeks ago. Late last year
a capacity crowd in Jackson, Miss,
heard the brilliant civil rights law-
yer.
He will be presented by Dr. Hol-
lis F. Price, president of LeMoyne
college. Dr. J. E. Walker, chair-
man of the board at Universal
Life Insurance company and pres-
ident of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis, will preside.
The Tri-State Bank is serving as
a depository for monies brought
on appeal of the NAACP to east
the economic pressures brought
against Southern leaders who have
favored desegregation.
LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
tropolitan would be the presenta-
tion of several Memphians who
have taken out life memberships
in the NAACP.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pastor
of the Collins Chapel CME church,
is membership chairman, and A.
W. Willis is chairman of the com-
mittee on life memberships.
Rev. D. W. Browning, pastor of
the Mt. Pisgah CME church, is
chairman of the program commit-
tee for the Feb. 2 kickoff meet-
ing. Working with him are Jesse
Turner and H. A. Gilliam.
A capacity audience is expected
to hear Atty. Marshall,
FOR NEGRO HISTORY WEEK
AND THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
BOOKS and RECORD
By LANGSTON HUGHES
0 THE FIRST BOOK OF NEGROES, illustrated 1.95
A brief exciting history for children.
o THE FIRST BOOK OF JAZZ, illustrated 1.95
The Negroes who made America's music.
O FAMOUS AMERICAN NEGROES, illustrated 2.75
Biographies of great Americans of color.
O FAMOUS NEGRO MUSIC MAKERS, illustrated 
 7$
From the minstrels to th• Metropolitan Opera,
o THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE, illustrated 2.9$
A photographic story of Harlem today.
LONG PLAYING RECORD 1331/2 RPM)
_J THE GLORY OF NEGRO HISTORY, Folkways, FP 752 5.95
From the early Negro explorers 400 years ago to the pres-
ent, with songs, music, and the actual voices of Mary
McLeod Bethune and Ralph Bunch..
Promptly by mail directly to you. Check items desired above, write
your name and address below and enclose check or money order
for the amount listed, made out to the University Place lookshop,
69 University Place, New York 3, New York.
NAME: 
ADDRESS -
CITY: STATE: 
Half Pint
Size In Convenient
Flask Now Also Available Thrt.
SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
our Favorite Liquor Store
I
ti
I 14
( HARLOTTF'(LADY
Today's Teenagers
M.ATTIE PEARL BLAND ER-NEST RAINEY
Tomorrow's Leaders
Blackboard Jungle' Type Student
Can't Win A Top Post At Douglass
(Continued From Page 1)
be brought in. Details of this pro-
ram are to be worked out with
jehool officials•
Another example of the student
council's work was seen last ;
Tuesday, when about 610 students
from grades seven through 12 re-
ceived X-rays. The student coun-
cil stamped all the cards for boys
and girls, double checked to see
that all had cards, and kept the
classes moving to the X-ray mo-
bile unit in a steady and order-
ly manner.
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
The city-wide Library associa-
tion is helping Memphis teen-
agers, Miss Rodgers thinks, "by
stimulating and guiding them in
all phases of their reading, that
she sings in the choir. She is his-
torian of the Student Council, vice
president of the senior class and
a member of the Daughters of
Douglass.
She likes to read and goes for
popular music. The lad in her
life is Jesse Robinson, a student at
Tennessee State univesity.
MISS CHARLOTTE CLADY
The Daughters of Douglass have
for their prexy Miss Charlotte (la-
dy, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Clady, of 1630 Brookins.
As faculty advisors the DOD's,
as they are known, have Miss Ger-
aldine Anderson, teacher of
Spanish and English. and Miss Ce-
celia Williams, physical education
instructor.
Miss (lady, a senior, puts the
they may grow in critical judg- DOD's down as a group dedicated
Thent and appreciation of books.. "to fastening high ideals of better
Around 200 high and junior high womanhood. good grooming, moral
students belong to the city-wide or- conduct and personality develop-
ganization and meetings are held ments•-•
bi-monthly, rotating from one to Young ladies of this club,
another of the member schools.
A•Miss Rodgers is a member of
AltSe choir at the Homeland Church
of God in Christ in Hyde Park,
one of her   c urches.
also pastor of the Rock Temple'
'Church of God In Christ in Knox-
'ville.
• Fisk university in Nashville is
Miss Rodgers," choice of a school.
She admits that Alphonose Smith,
a frosh at Fisk, migh thave help-
ed her make up her mind. She's
going to major in math.
Roller skating and reading are
the things Miss Rodgers likes do-
ing most for pleasure. 
•
MISS ELM A KNOWLES
With the nation-wide shortage of
engineers and the call for more
emphasis on mathematics and re-
lated subjects, Miss Elma Lou-
ise Knowles, 17-year-old daughter
of Mrs. Mardest Harris-, of 1534
Ellison, is what you might term a
gagampus wheel" as president of
isge math clubs.
The club, with Mrs. Catherine
Baker, mathematicsTtacher as ad-
visor, has about 32 members, three
less than the 35 limit. Members
come from grades 9-12 and Miss
Knowles says there are more girls
than boys in the club.
• "A prime object of the math
club," she explained, "is to help
the more retarded students."
The club meets each week.
From mathematics instructors
they learn the names of students
v% Ito have been having more than
the usual trouble with their work.
They check to see at what hour
these students have their study
hour and club members with the
same study period try to help
them.
Miss Knowles said the group has
bad good success so far.
•
denother feature of the weekly
eetings of the club is the reports
on the lives and works of out-
standing men of the field, such as
Euclid, Einstein and Archimedes.
Tuesday of this week a sophomore,
Miss Geraldine Belly, gave a re-
port on Karl Frederick Gauss.
• A "B" average and good deport-
ment are necessary to qualify for
the club.
MATH OR ENGLISH
The math field stands a good
chance of losing another bright
prospect when Miss Knowles
goes off to Wilberforce university
because she at present is unde-
cided whether to major in mathe-
j3natics or English.
i Miss Knowles attends the Doug-
lass Church of God in Christ where, in history there. She hopes to go
to college along with a brother who
is living in San Diego.
Miss Clady writes her letters to
a Marine Sergeant, name Charles
Jackson,
ELBERT PARRISH
Counterpart to the DOD's are
the SOD's, Sons of Douglass. head-
ed by Elbert Parrish, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Parrish, uf
2167 Curry,
A senior. Parrish says his club's
purpose is pretty much wrapped
up in its motto: "Try For Man-
hood, Brotherhood, and To Be
Ever Uplifting".
Advisors are Coach Miller and
Oliver Johnson, teacher of me-
chanical drawing.
New projects for the SOD's were
to be brought in for approval last
Wednesday—by a committee com-
posed of Chairman Ernest Rainey,
Charles Patterson, T h e od o r e
Ford, James Jones and Jerry Ney•
and seniors all, try to g
the importance of desirab
sonality traits and good g
ki everyday exam noma ng . p
et Over
le per-
rooming
les of
juniors land.
Their most recently 'completed
project was the annual Xmas Bene-
fit Dance which netted enough to
fill 13 baskets, distributed on Dec.
**AigiiktrI44e0vIkkV'atI,x,,i
LENEVA BISHOP ELMA L. KNOWLES
'Iouisiana illative
Wounds Patron
ROBBINS, Ill. — Sgt. Lionel'
Heath, 38, of 56 W. 68th st.. Chi-
cago, was fatally wounded in a
gun duel with a tavern patron here
last Sunday night.
Heath, a na-
tive of New Or-
'leans, La . died
early lass Thurs-
day in St. Fran-
cis hospital, Blue
Island. He was
attached to Sher-
iff Joseph Loh-
school community, state and na- I ed that this year's book would car- man's pol
io e.
lion."
She said that her club places
emphasis on garment making and
eac g  socially, morally I
and physically.
NliVers, mostly sophomores,
juniors and seniors, are usual- ,
ly hostesses to visitors who come l
ta Douglass during the lunch hour.
They take part each year in the
district and state NIIA conferenc•
es. Last February Douglass took
first place in the Quiz competition
and second place in the talent
show in the district meet, repeat•
ing for the same honors in the
state meet held in April at Tennes-
see State university. Twenty one
NIA members participated.
READYING FOR MEETS
Plans are now shaping up for
this year's meets. The west dis-
trict meeting mill be held at 1.ex-
ington. Tenn., the second Saturday
in February. Students are making
the costumes they will m ear in
the skit they will enter in the (al•
ent division. It will have a dance
theme.
MIA girls supply the materials
for the garments they make, get
supervision at school. They make
dresses, sports outfits, formals
and lounging outfits that can be
worn on proper occasions.
An initiation last week was ex-
pected to greatly increase t h e
membership which had stood at
25. Prospective entrants must have
completed one year's homemaking
so most freshmen are left out
because most just start this study
hower and Tennessee Governor 
he fatal duel
ry pictures on President Eisen.
occurred in the
Belaire club.Clements. . Sgt. Heath
t hing owth,1)i
.s
Advisors for the senior class are
Mrs. Tarpley and Mrs. Baker. I
amey likes basketball and foot-
ball, played end on the first team
this past season. He says "I also
like to read when I feel a little
intellectual.
Rainey would like to get a sci-
ence degree at Tennessee State
university. Right now he has his
fingers crossed, awaiting the out-
come of a try for a Firestone
scholarship.
He is a junior deacon at the
Summerfield Baptist church.
Rainey gets a smile on his face
when he talks about his girl
friend, and well he might, for she
1 happens to be the Douglass Queen,
Miss Ernstine Delores Davis.
"BETTER CITIZENS"
Prof. J. D. Springer. principal
at Douglass and coordinator for
Negro city schools, is warm in
his praise of the students' leader.
ship and future. His school has a
total enrollment of 1,614, with 47.,
in high school.
''l have a great deal of respect
for the leadership abilities of the
; young people here who have so
impressed their fellow students as
, to be eleted leaders," Prof.
; Springer said.
"The way they plan among
themselves and accept advice
from facell members ives me
INTELLECTUAL "FEEL"
fathe ' e is 22 to know that they are desirous ofthemselves.
This set-an-example role of the
members has proved quite. suc-
cessful. Members have to go
through a two-day initiation per-
iod, but first there has to be a
''C" scholarship and "B" con-
duct.
DRESS CONTRAST
"Uniforms of the Day" for the
initiation period this year was a
real show of contrast in dress.
Juniors had to show up on the
first day in jeans, white shirts,
large pink bows, white gloves, gym
shoes and socks — and of course,
lugging their books in pillow cases.
On their backs they had the
initials of the organization.
The second day the new mem-
bers looked like different young
ladies, wearing semi-formal dress
with heels.
Part of the short initiation call-
ed for the girls to report at
a.m. each morning, to wait on
club members at lunch — and na-
turally, to show members all "pro-
per" courtesies, including the Miss
title while addressing them.
Not all of the work of the DOD's
is social. Annually they sponsor '
a Xmas Benefit Dance to provide
baskets for needy people in the
community. This year they distrib-
uted 15 baskets.
They also sponsor a Vesper pro-
gram each year in connection with
the installation of their officers.
Invited participants this year were
Atty. B. L. Hooks and Mrs. A. Ma-
ceo Walker. They have 75 mem-
bers.
A FLASHWRITER
Miss Clady is also active with
the Douglass Flashwriters, a club
from typing and shorthand class-
es. They typed out cards for the
X-ray program last Tu esda y.
Flashwriters are assigned to dif-
ferent teachers to assist in typing
work.
Miss Clady is president of the
Red Circle Girls at St. Paul Bap-
tist church on Brookins. of which
she is a member, president of the
No. 2 chorus there, and is a Girl
Scout in Troop 224, sponsored by
the Church of God in Christ on
Ellison.
She likes dancing, tennis and
volleyball, has nothing against a
little "Rock 'n Roll".
San Diego State is her choice of
a college and she intends to major
in ninth grade•
Meanwhile the SOD's are sup-
porting a drive to raise money
for the Annual and another to get
more students out to basketball
games. A December talent show
brought in funds for the Annual.
The SOD's took on the DOD's
in the ticket-selling efforts on be-
half of the basketball team. The
girls won out the first time and
were treated to a dance by the
SOD's.
SET STATE RECORD
Six feet tall and a 160-pounder,
lanky Parrish is one of Doug-
lass' top athletes. Just a few weeks
ago he set a state scoring record
for one game by tossing in 54
points against a Barrett's Chapel
cage team.
As captain of his basketball
team, Parrish had averaged 31
points over an eight-game run.
Douglass was victorious in five.
Parrish was outstanding, too, in
football this past season, playing
first string quarterback. Ile was
selected by WDIA as one of the
Gridiron Greats and awarded a
watch. William Kincaid, football
team co-captain with Thomas
McDonald, was this year's "Grid-
iron Greatest.•' Douglass shared a
3-way second place tie with St.
Augustine and Hamilton.
Parrish is a member of the
Summerfield Baptist church and
sings in the choir. Ile is vice pres-
ident of the Merry Makers Social
club, Ernest Rainey, president.
Parrish will attend Wiley col-
lege in Texas on an athletic schol-
arship and will concentrate on
physical education. He likes all
kinds of sports and popular mu-
sic.
He also likes Miss Angelita
Craft, a sophomore.
MISS MAME BLAND
Miss Mettle Pearl Bland Is pres-
ident of the New Homemakers of
America at Douglass. Mrs. Mabel
Jones, home economic teacher, is
advisor.
A senior, Miss Bland, 17, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Bland. of 2235 Stovall.
The NHA is an active group with
both state and national ties. Miss
Bland says the Douglass chapter
strives "to promote better home
living, to provide wholesome rec-
reational activities, and to act as
a unit for giving service to the
PALMIST READER
AND ADVISOR
50c Special Reading 50c
•
She does what ether,
fail to do. You have
tried the rest, now
try the best. You've
heard her ON the air,
you've seen her en
the screen, now see
her in person. On*
sitting with her will
convince you that shir
it far superior to any
other reader.
•
FIRST TIME IN YOUR CITY OR COUNTY
Satisfaction Guaranteed Or No Charge!
GALE TAYLOR
7th Daughter of 7th Generation, born with double
veil — LUCK - SUCCESS • HAPPINESS — asks n•
questions — lucky days end lucky dates Ire* with
each reading.
— IF YOU WISH TO —
Succeed in business - have love ones return • hove
complete happiness - conquer your rivals - have good
luck and succeed in marriage - know what you •re
best suited for in life reading in reach of •II.
PERMANENTLY LOCATED AT DOWNTOWN 
FR AYSE R.
WOO HIGHWAY Si NORTH AT FRAYSER. UPSTAIR1
OVER WESITE RN AUTO SUPPLY STORE.RUGOY AN
D
FRAYSER AND MILLINGTON NAVAL BASF 
TRANSPORT
OV2 STOPS AT FRAYSER AT DOOR. GALE 
TAYLOR IS
NOT IN A TRAILER.
I OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 9 A.M. TILL 9 P.M.
LOOK FOR SIGN moo ALL WELCOME!
Miss Bland plans to pursue a
math major at Howard univer-
sity, She is a soprano and sings
classics and pop. She appears
frequently on school programs.
She also sings in the choir at Mac-
edonia Baptist church where she
is secretary of the Sunday School,
Miss Bland likes to read litera-
ture in her leisure. She belongs to
the Student Council Glee club,
math club, Red Cross, Library
club, Spanish club, Dramatic club
and the Silver Slippers Social club,
which has Miss Vaness Mann as
president. Says she hasn't got a
boy friend.
MISS LENEVA BISHOP
Miss Leneva Bishop, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Bishop, of
1394 Britton, is prexy of the Doug-
lass High School Glee club. Mrs.
Earness Westly is advisor and di-
rector.
Miss Bishop Is 17 and a senior.
She is also editor of the Doug-
las Annual. an 86-pager due out
late April or early May. Mrs. Eth-
el Tarpley. history, and Mrs. Ba-
ker are advisors.
Big aim of the glee club, Miss
Bishop believes, "is to train
young people in voice, good sports-
manship, and to establish appre-
ciation of good music."
The Glee Club gives musical
support to various schools a n d
community programs. For exam-
ple, they sang at the installation
of student council officers and at
LelMoyne college for a program
sponsored by the Memphis Chap-
ter of the National Council of Ne-
gro Women.
At Xmas they gave a concert
and will give a concert in l'ine
Bluff, Ark., in April. The concerts
include classics, religious and nov-
elty songs. Miss Geraldine Bell
serves as student pianist.
There are about 48 members in
the mixed glee club. Miss Bishop
sings alto and likes popular mu-
sic, too,
She is a member of the Greater
Mt. Zion Baptist church and is
secretary of the boosters club
there.
Miss Bishop is assistant secre-
tary of the Flashwriters, reporter
for the homeroom senior class,
student council reporter and busi-
ness manager for the Imperial
Voguettes Social club. Voguette's
prexy is Miss Felicia.
Because courtrooms fascinate
her, Miss Bishop has decided to
take law when she enters Howard
university.
She spends her leisure time
reading mystery and adventure
stories of designing her own
clothes — or maybe thinking about
Fred Elbert Vales, now a student
at Tennessee State university.
ERNEST RAINEY
Ernest Rainey, at 17, probably
has the dubious distinction of com-
ing closer to being student council
president than any other Douglass
student in history. Rainey missed
it by two votes.
But the presidency of the senior
class did not elude him, nor the
post of editor-in-chief of the Doug-
lass Annual.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Rain-
ey, of 1496 Britton, Rainey is "try-
ing to make this one of the most
eminent classes ever to come this
way."
The class this year has 70-odd
members,
They have been devoting much
time to support of th Annual.
Right now they have a ministrel
show in the works; funds to go to
the Annual. A campaign is being
wagd to get in more ads and pa-
trons.
Being top man with the Annual
i staff of 10, Rainey happily disclos-8
doing a good .job.•'
"Frankly," envisioned P r o f.
Springer, "I think that they are
going to give us a much better
citizenry than we have now. They
are preparing themselves more
thoroughly, they are having
broader experiences, and they are
growing up to be citizens of today
and not tomorrow."
NEXT WEEK—HAMILTON HIGH
Students Visit
Mexican Towns
TALLADEGA. Ala. — Mexico
City and Mexican village will be
the study centers for five sociology
majors and their professor, who
left Talladega college Jan. 6 for a
two-week off-campus contacts pro-
ject.
Purpose of the trip Is to explore
social structures in ruml areas
and a capital city outside the Unit-
ed States. In Mexico City they will
visit the University center, social
and governmental agencies, an d
eorge an,
34, of 3427 W. 135th st., Robbins,
a cement finisher, was also criti-
cally wounded during the exchange
of gunfire-- with Heath. Dean is
a former part-time policeman.
According to police, Heath had
reportedly been assigned to inves-
ltgate vice. narcotics and gambl-
ing and had lift his partner, Po-
liceman ‘Villiam Burnett, to in-
spect the Belaire club.
Allen D. Land, of 6434 Evans,
Chicago, a real estate dealer, told
investigators that he was talking
with heath when Dean pulled a
revolver while quarreling with an-
other patron.
DUEL BEGINS
The tavern was crowded and
Land said Heath was apparently
trying to disarm Dean when the
duel began.
Heath was shot five times
in the leg, arm and three times in
the stomach.
Shaw, Tuskegee
Join Schools
In Award Plan
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Shaw uni-
versity. Raleigh, N. C.. and Tus-
kegee Institute have joined 21 in-
stitutions of higher learning in a
program of Examinations for
Scholarship Awards now in its
fifth year.
This cooperative program makes
available to high school students
over $10,000 worth of scholarships.
Examinations will be given be-
twgen Feb. 27 and March 15 in
170 strategically located centers.
Successful candidates will receive
awards ranging from full costs to
partial tuition, depending upon
needOther member colleges are:
Bennett, Greensboro, N. C.; Be-
thune-Cookman, Daytona Beach,
Fla.; Bishop, Marshall, Tex.;
Woodson; chaplain, I.uciele Mau-
Pins, and Marshall, Frances Ba-
ker.
Clark, Atlanta; Dillard, New Or-
leans; Fisk, Nashville; Hampton,
Hampton, Va.; Johnson C. Smith,
Charlotte, N. C.; Knoxville, Knox-
ville, Tenn.; Lane, Jackson, Tenn.;
LeNloyne. Memphis, Tenn.; Lin-
coln, Lincoln university, Pa.: Liv-
ingstone, Salisbury, N. C.; More-
house, Atlanta; Morris Brown, At-
lanta; Paine, Augusta. (1a.; Phil-
ander Smith, Little Rock, Ark.;
Dean was hit by four bullets — '
in both arms, the right lei; and
groin.
Born in New Orleans in 1914,
Heath came to Chicago at the aLIe
of five and was graduated from
Douglas grade school and Wen-
dell Phillips High schoo! in Chi-
cago. He had been with the Sher-
iff's police a sear.
IN POLITICS •
Sergeant Heath had been active BROTHER1100D SPEAKER —
TRI STATE DEFENDER
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•
in politics since 1931, when he join-
ed the second ward Democratic
organizaCon. Ile was a precinct
captain in the second ward at tiled,
time of his death and had served I
as president of the Second Ward
Young Democrats and as a Sena-
torial Committeeman from the
First Senatorial district.
Besides his wife, Ruth Eleanor,
Heath leaves two chile/I-en — Lio-
ne, ,l jr 6 and Jacqueline Diane
3.
Other survivors include a broth-
er, George W. Heath, and a sister,
Mrs. Juanita 1Vatson.
Final .rites were held Tuesday
at Metropolitan Com munit
church.
).
Jacob 1.. Reddix, president of
Jackson college, will be the prin.
Opal speaker at Metropolitan Bap•
fist church. Jan. 29, beginning at
3:13 p. in., in obsess ance of Broths
erhood ')Ionth. President Reddit
mill speak on the subject: "The
Economic 1.ite of Our People as
It Relates to our Relieious and
Educational Life." Prof. E.
Washburn is chairman of Broth.
erhood Month proeram. Prof. J.
W. Whitaker. of I.e Movne is in
charge of music. President Reds
dix is listed in Who's Who in
America, a :;:trd degree Mason,
and is chairman of the trustee
hoard of Farish Street Baptist
r‘hurch, Jackson, Miss.
• C.O.D. you pay postage
• Send full amount, we
pay
• Writ• For Catalog
• Aponte Wonted
(No. 395) 23 Inches tall. Mite
Suntan. Take her by the hand.
She walks with you. Head turns
as she walks. This all plastic doll
has moving eyes. Opened mouth.
Painted lashes. Picoloy dress.
Shoes and sox. Saran wig that
can be washed, curled and re-.
styled.
ONLY  $15.00
THESE DOLLS COME AS
DESCRIBED BELOW
Made of soft stuffed body,
latex arms, legs and head.
Sleeping eyes, painted lashes,
wig that can be washed, combed
and restyled. Slip, ninon dresses,
shoes and sox.
No. 2 16 inches tall $4.911
No. 372 18 inches tall $5.49
No. 373 20 inches tall $7.98
No. 374 23 inches tall $11.9111
5'10=1 SALE Co.3447 50, INDIANA AVE.CHICAG0.16; it,.
(come dkudee 441ve g&loud Dote
Stop ... Shop
and Save...
at
MM. YOU IIITTIO SAVING Tev 
Nolts
with VALUABLE
Z.W. Green Stamps
Redeemed since 1896 for
famous-name merchandise
for the least number
of stamps.
EISTSID M
.M11•••••m••••••••
HEALTH-0-METEll
IIODAK
SKOTCH KOOLER
a
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CHURCH NOTES1
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
• A program at 3 p.m., is on the
agenda for the Columbus Baptist
membership, Sunday. Guest speak-
er for the occasion will be Rev.
W. M. Fields of Eastern Star Bap-
tist church. The Pastor's Aid club
is sponsoring it.
: Superintendent PS Bumpus con- list church, 
Sunday. will be regu-
lar. Aaron Braggs will conductducts the Sunday school at 930
a.m. At 11 a.m., Divine Worship the Sunday 
school at 9:30 a.m.
will be held. The sermon will be During the 
morning worship at
delivered by the pastor, Rev. A.
E. Campbell. Church choirs will
furnish the music.
The Baptist Training Union ,'nn.
will be delivered at 11 a.m. At
6:30 p. m. The Baptist Union will
be held. James Peoples will direct
it.
Rev. J. R. Bibb' is the pastor.
MT. GILLIAM BAPTIST
Services at the Mt Gilliam Bap-
11 a.m., the pastor, Rev. E. Bates,
will deliver the sermon The No.
3 choir will sing. Mrs Irene Rich-
mond is the supervisor At 6:30
venes at 6 p.m., under the direc- p.m., the Baptist 
Training Union
tion of Mrs. L. M. Ewels. Evening will be held. Evening worship will
service follows directly at 7:30. be held at 7:30.The public is invited.
CENTENARY METHODIST
The Centenary Methodist. congre-
gation will hear an enlightening
sermon on "The Carpenter At
Prayer" during the worship hour
Sunday
William H. Hunt will open the The Rev. Jackson, Pastor, will 'MAIN TRACK' AFFAIR
day's sevice at 9:30 a.m., with deliveethe address.
conduction of Sunday school. Sunday school convenes at 9:15
Evening service will be held at a.m. Dr. F. L. Stephen is the sup-
7:30 p.m. erintendent
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA A thought
-provoking sertnon by would like to say that it is a
is the pastor will be heard at 11A day of regular worship matter of appetites, maybe it is
scheduled for Sunday at the First a•m• a matter of what modern psychol-
At 6 p.m. the Baptist TrainingBaptist Chelsea Church. Sunda y ogists have labeled urges, or even
school begins at 9:30 a.m. Mar- Union will give a program. Rev, yet one may see it in terms of
Joe Wilson jr., officiates at 7:30
vs Cotton is the superintendent. weakness.
• The pastor, Rev. Van J. Malone,: p.m. But what ever you might accept
will officiate at 11 a.m. At 6:30 Rev 0. C. Cris:ens is the pastor. as your solution something else is
drinking, and being merry are the
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST basic concerns of life. Sometimes
The No. 3 Choir of Progressive after he has been maimed f o r
Baptist church will sponsor a pro- life, critically injured, or killed,
gram, Sunday, at 3 p.m. Mt. Pis- the full realization of the purpose
gah Baptist church will be guest. of life comes into being.
Life is a 'main track' affair
how do you account for so many
people getting off on the various
side-stracks, then? Maybe w e
should go and when he is old he
will not depart."
The most disturbing element
of modern society is the behavior
of our young people, The behavior
The Pulpit Speaks
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
"Train up a child the way he have young people who look at
the world through rose colored or
some other gay colored glasses.
awaken to find their glasses re-
moved and they will see life as
it actually is.
has been summed. up by some As parents, we are the ones to
people in terms of juvenile delin- so fortify the children that when
quency. This label has been at- such a day comes they will
tackled to those whose unconform- have the proper moral, social.
ed, unapproved, and reckless be- spiritual, and intellectual fiber
havior has caused headaches for that will enable them to stand. I
many people. Sometimes I i f e dare say if each parent would
seems almost hopeless as a par- move toward that goal — starting
ent sits down to ponder over a today, our young people would be
child who has suddenly adopted ample reason for all of us rejoic-
the Epicurean outlook as his out- ing ten or fifteen years from
look of life.
now.In his adolescent mind, eating, 
"Train up a child the way he
should go and when he is old he
will not depart." He will be a
reason for joy and happiness to
all of us.
Rites Held For
John Bradley
Funeral rites for John Bradley,
of 1006 Seattle, treasurer of the
Mt. Nebo Baptist church for 38
years, were held at Mt. Nebo
Wednesday with the pastor, Rev.
I Roy Love, officiating.
p.m., Cornelius Sanders will super- ST. JUDE BAPTIST the underlying factor for the cur-1 3Ir. Bradley was employed as a
vise the Baptist Training Union. Sunday, the Missionary Society rent conditions of our you n e-I cook by Mr. and Mrs. Henry flud-
All young peiple are invited. Eve- of St ode Baptist church win people. The rising tide of iminor-ii son. of Germantown, for 20 years
zing service commences at 7:30 present a program entitled "Know ality, intoxication, sexual abuse : before he was forced to retire last
p.m. and Witness." The program begins and the like must be halted. Nlarch because of illness. Before
MARTIN TEMPLE MEMORIAL at 11 a.m. Mrs. Cara McCrea is Only a few evenings ago one of iat he worked for Mrs. Hudson's
1 The Presiding Elder, Rev. N. T president. i our local papers carried an arti- f her, J. T. Ferguson, at Vance
'Walker, will deliver two inspiring The Sunday school at 9:15 a.m., cle charging the parents with the an Lamar.
messages at the Martin Temple will be under the supervision of fault of many of the disorders
i
i 
is wife, Mrs. Alice Bradley,
!Memorial CME church, Sunday. William H. Davis. Baptist Train- that have aisen in our juvenile i
Rev. Walker will speak during the tug Union commences at 6 p.m. : society. Looking at it hurriedly this 
ndles the Tri-State Defender
morning and evening services at Mrs. Easter Charles is the presi- is a miserable indictment against newspaPer:
our parents. But whatever we may Mr. Bradley was the father 
of
11 a.m., and 7:30 p.m., respective- dent
lss Music will be rendered by the The Junior Matrons and R e d think of it — it is T
RUE Mrs. Nellie Clark, Miss Annie
Belle Lofland. of New York City:
J. C. Martin Chorus and the sen- Circle Girls will render a musical Far too many of our parents to- Mrs. Frances Bonner, Mrs. John-
Acting 
choir program at 8 p.m. Delores Purnell day are attempting to rear chil-
dren by some far-fetched long us- Me Mae Cooper of Memphis; Mrs.
superintendent. Mrs Ana is pianist. Mrs. Rebecca Keys is
Jean Goodloe, will be in charge pesident of the Junior INIatrons lance method, 
The parent does Edna Latham and Eloise Jones. of
of the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.: and Mrs. Willie Ann Davis is not concern himself wi
th the ba- Chicago. Also five grandchildren.
The Christian Youth Fellowship 1 president of the Red Circle Girls, sic things in the child's 
life. The also great grandchildren, and a
modern child is sent to Sunday host of nieces and ne
phews and
begins at 5 p.m. Miss Gertrude LAUDERDALE, School, he is sent to school due- other relatives and friends.Walker is the president. i The First Baptist church Lauder-
Rev. L. A. Storey is the pastor I dale 
ing the week, he is left to pick his  
NEW HOPE BAPTIST t on Sunday, Feb. 12. Dr. W. W'. Gib- Community Clubwill observe its men's Day own associates without any super-vision by the parent. The modern
New Hope's service will be reg son v. ill be principal speaker. Mu- parent needs to know who is teach-
ular Sunday At 930 a.m., the sic for the observation will be fur-' ing his child in Sunday school.
Sunday school starts. Sam Mar- nished by the Men Chorus of First he needs to know who is teaching
shall will conduct it. Baptist. Charles B. Graham is the his child from 9 each morning till
There will he a sermon by the chairman. I
pastor, Rev. J. Allen, at 11 a.m. Rev. IL C. Nabrit is the pastor 
!3,30. and he needs to know who
the child has chosen for a buddy.
J. C. Curry presides during the
,
I GREATER WHITE STONE BAPTBaptist Training Union at 6 p.m; 
111 of these things will add rrs,:th
A day of regular worship will to the overall picture of child de-
Regular worship will be held at be held at the Greeter White Stone velopment -a-nd outlook on life.7:30 pm.
The senior choir rehearsal will Baptist church beginning at 9:30 WORLD OF CRISES: 
be held on Monday at 0 a.m., Joseph McGhee will conduct We live in a world of many7:3 p.m.
On Tuesday, the Usher B o a r d the Sunday school. Rev. A. R. Wil- crisis — listen to your radio andham, the pastor, will deliver the the announcer will tell you that
meets.
Visitors are always welcome at morning message at 11 am. we 'are on the brink of war', watch. 
the New Hope Baptist church. At 6 p.m., the Baptist Training your television and you
 will see
Union star's. Evening service will horrible pictures of what has
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
ST."JAMES A3IE 
pisJbe held at 730. haened to other people. reads's:
your newspapers and you a r e
St. James AME church will be- brought face to face with some of
gin services at 9:15 a.m.. Sunday. the most disheartening things of
willianj Jackson will conduct the which this world could e v e r
Sunday school at this time. dream.
A dynamic sermon by the pas- What are all of thesesaas-ing to
tor, Rev. H. McDonald Nelson. will us? Just this. If you read your
be heard during the morning woe- Bible you won't go very far be-
_
ship at 11 a.m. The ACE League fore you run into this phrase:
will he held at 6 p.m. Devotion "While my servant was busy with
and a sermon are scheduled for many things" — “.Many of Us
7:30 p.m. I are busy with mary things. The
Mrs. Thelma NIcKissie is 1 h a ! most essential are left undone.
church reporter. I Ask any young girl today what
Christian Club 
i she wants to be when she grows
up and immediately she will tell'
sou that she wants to be 'a ca- 1 ' At least nine or 10 of the
The Baptist Training Union's
program at 8 p.m., will be spot-
Lght of Sunday's worship at Beth-
lehem Baptist church.
' B. Holman will hold the Sunday
school at 9:30 a.m. A sermon
FOR ALL OVER. FAST-ACTING
RELIEF OF COLD MISERIES
TOlg• Z..-1O. 1••1 good .1)4.1
At Irv' ilotorl•r 1. GINIM 0•011.111.
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURk
EQUIPMENT
•
There is a reason why people
Like to do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
csurteous treatment and desire
to help you.
•
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
PHONE IA 5-7614
Home Owned • Harms Oestr•f•I
Names Officers
The East End Community and
Flower club held its meeting at the
lovely home of Mrs. Mildred Mc-
Culley. of 756 Marianna st.
The interesting business session
was presided over by the presi-
dent,
The officers of the club for 1956
are as follows; Mrs. Ethel McMur-
try, president; Mrs. Marie Jones,
vice president; Mrs. Susie Hug-
gins, secretary; Mrs. Angie ('amp.
bell. asistant secretary; M r s.
Mary Taylor. treasurer: Mrs. Hat-
tie Muse. chaplain, and Mrs. Lu-
cille Dilworth. florist.
Each member received a gift
from his secret pal. Many of the
gifts were unusual as well as beau-
tiful.
Mrs Mary Allen. Mrs. Susie
Huggins and Mrs. Louise Dillard
received birthday gifts for Decem-
ber.
The next meeting on Jan. 26 will
be at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
Lang. 732 David st.
A delicious menu was sersed by
the hostess.
Mrs. Melba Hudson is reporter.
reer woman.' Why a career worn-Picks Mrs. Clark an? Only because she doesn't want
to accept the responsibilities as-
The North Memphis isttan ,ssociated with rearing a family.
club held its regular meeting last LIKE FIELD WEEDS
week at the. home of Mr. and Mrs.1 This today has become too much
Athie Clark, of 230 Chelsea.
Officers for the 
:of a bore, it deprives our modern
year 1956 were young woman of too much of her
elected as follows! Mrs. G W. long wanted freedom. She wants
Clark, president; Mrs. Lola Bra- to be able to go when and where
dy. vice presi(tent: Mrs. Nora she wants to, stay as long as she
Rush, secretary; Mrs. Rosa Win- wants to and come hack when she
bush, assistant secretary: Mrs. gets ready. Unfortunately many of
Blonzella Clark. floral secretary: our mothers have this same idea.
Mrs. Laura Bolden. treasurer: Children in such homes are left
Mrs. Della Crawford, chaplain; unattended and they grow as,
Athie Clark, supervisor: Mrs. Jess weeds in the fields. It is quite un-
sle Clark, assistant supervisor: fortunate for the child but even
Mrs. Mary Knox and Rev. Ed. worse for the parent who has a
Scott, sick coMmittee: Rev. J. W. G o d G iv en responsibility to
Warford. dean: and Mrs. Desaree properly rear the child.
Suggs. reporter. As a result of all of this we
Since 1938, the March of Dimes
has granted S25.)00.000 for scien
tific research. But polio isn't lick-
ed. Help is needed to continue
research for a better polio pre-
Sentive
Division
Till-STATE AMATEUR BOXING ASSN.
(Member of the Southeastern A. A. U.)
ENTRY BLANK
Gentlemen.
In consideration ot your accepting this entry. I do here):
For myself, my heirs, executors and administrators. v.:aise arm
release any and all rights and claims for damages I may has('
against the TRI-STATE AMATEUR BOXING ASSOCIATION
for any and-or 411 injuries incurred, or ill effects of any, or all
injuries incurred. at any tournament and-or all matches
-ponsored hr said Association.
Contestant
Address: Street and Number
City State  
Club or School Weight lb•
Age) years, Birth date Month Date
Year
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that I,
parent or guardian of the above signed contestant do hPrebt
agree to the above condilions and hereby give my full consent
for said contestant to participate in the activities of the TRU
STATE AMATEUR BOXING ASSOCIATION
Parents or Guardian
Coach or Trainer's Signature
Doctor's Report Dr
action of association Accepti.d
Rejected
ion river tributaries exceed the
Rhine river in total length.
New Zealand ranks fourth
among the, world's wool produc-
ing countrit.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHERE /MKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"
Unitarians Back
Desegregation
Members of Memphis' First
Unitarian Church have gone on
record in support of the Tennes-
see government's "restrained at-
titude" toward desegregation of
schools.
In a resolution passed at the
congregation's annual meeting Fri-
day night, members condemned "inciting of fears and passions of
"extreme and intemperate voices our citizenry through the promul-
who urge incautious and precipi- i g a t ti o n of superstitutions and
tate actions." !untruths regarding minority
The resolution said "groups groups."
have arisen" in the controversy The congregation declared its
over desegregation which are support of the state government
groups, the resolution said, have in "any refusal to follow the die-
as their primary purpose the 1:ite" of these groups.
U.S. Friends To View 'ivp.
Arab-Israeli Issue L. Zion Pastor Talks
NEW YORK — A panel discus- on Longevity Subjectsion of the Arab-Israeli problem,
with authoritative speakers to rep-
resent each side, will be one of
the highlights of the fourth annu-
al conference of American Friends
of the Middle East, Inc., at the
Hotel Delmonico, 502 Park ave.,
on Jan. 25-26.
The discussion is scheduled for
8 p.m. on the first day of the con-
ference.
S
Services at the Mt. Zion Baptist Four Soft Gospel Sisgers of Merre
church in Lucy, Tenn., pastored by phis rendered music in the aften
Rev. J. W. Jones of Memphis,
were opened last Sunday by Al-
fred Duncan, chairman of the offi-
cial board. Eugene Pugh was at
the instrument for the choir pro-
cessional.
Prayer was by Eurby Hilliard
and offering under direction of
Timothy Christopher Sr., vice pes-
ident of the Usher board.
noon. They appear at Mt. Zioa
each first and third Sunday at 2:30
p.m.
Mrs. L. C. Martin is church sec-
retary: James Berry, Sunda
school superintendent; Miss Hattie
M. Martin. secretary: Mrs. L. C.
Martin, advanced teacher, a n d
Miss Corine Martin, teacher for
beginners.
Miss Cprine Martin read a sick Reported by Miss Hattie M.
list of six, followed by prayer byl Martin.
Mr. Duncan,
Rev. Jones spoke to his con gre- In about 1942 only 22 oil re-
gation from the subject "H b w fineries were producing 100-octane
Long Am 1 to Live?" gasoline or its components, Now
Brother Ford and the Willing there are more than 100 modern
VA•tWIN,
"T
e.4:7,1araS.
PARKAY MARGARINE • • • . lb. .19
BIG STAR COFFEE • • • lb. .69
BALLARD or PILLSBURY BISCUITS can .10
Meadowbrook Milk Memphis & Shelby County 1/2 gal. 39
55
FREE GIFTS
With Quality Stamps
At Bomah Center
216 So. Cleveland St.
Memphis
•
L
THESE YOUNGSTERS pre-
sented an enjoyable program
over 50.0oo watt WDIA on a
THESE YOUNGSTERS
4. ".ifr„ 4‘iced-;441
;
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame, •
What a cheery start tcmard a
fine day these tasty crisp individ-
ual pecan rolls will make. So easy
to make with Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour. So good to eat with
crisp bacon and eggs, sunny aide
up. Using our .lack Sprat Roll re-
cipe, make rolls. Roll in oblong
sheet. Cut in 6" by 10 strips.
FILLING
4 teaspoons soft butter
:3-4 cup chopped pecans
1-2 cup sugar
1-4 cup raisins
Spread with soft butler, sprinkle
with remaining ingredients. Roll
as for Jelly Rolls. Cut in one-inch
pieces. Place cut side up in muf-
fin tins. Let rise. Bake in moder-
ate oven 350 degrees for 20 to
25 minutes. So good!
Bye for now,
JANA PORTER.
?went Rig Star Food Stores Tavlor. Vernon Lee Hatili. nor Kar. Houston and Patricia
show. Left to right: Lana .10(e Smith. Earline Houston, Elea- Smith.
James Ann Tnensend, Sandra
at Sam Fortas...
More than 1,000 household items
specially priced during Sam Fortas annual
1.egulln4' 7adines5
EASY TERMS
FREE PARKING
SAVE 105 to 405
on furniture and appliances for
every room in your home!
OPEN
I
9:00
ON
Thursdaysl,
1
320 Defender Newsies
See Display Of Prizes
The past week approximately
320 TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Newsboys visited the office of the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER. 236 So.
Wellington st., as the guests of
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, circulation
manager, to see the 26 prizes that
be awarded on March 3 to
the 26 newsboys showing the great-
est increases in sales.
There were newsboys represent-
ing Magnolia, Castalia Heights,
Hyde Park, Hollywood, New Chel-
sea, Klondyke, Ford Road Slicool,
Carnes School, Hamilton School,
Elliston Heights, Douglass school.
Riverside, North Memphis, Dixie
Homes, Foote Homes, Lc Moyne
Gardens, Melrose School, Orange
Mound, White Station, South Mem-
phis, 1Vhitehaven, Grant School,
Caldwell School. Kortreeht school,
LaRose, Booker T. Dunn School.
Binghampton and many other sec•
lions of the eits.
FROM WEST MEMPHIS
From across the "father of wat
ers — the mighty :Mississippi Riv-
er'' came the hard hitting 'Arkan-
sas Razorbacks Neosboys' head-
ed by Tommy Parker o I West
Memphis, Ark. Others horn West
Memphis, representing Wonder
High School, were:
Hayfield (lark, David Harris.
Booker T. Cooper, William Hor-
ton, Elmer Edwards, Henry Lee
Johnson, Andreo Scott and James
East.
The TRI-STATE DEFENDER'S
annual Newsboys Circulation con-
test opened on Nov 5 11 was an.. .
nounced in the Jan. 14 issue of the
TR1-STATE DEFENDER, that bs
popular demand from the news.
boys, the closing date of the con-
test was extended until Feb. 25,
with the 26 prizes to be awarded
on March 3.
The Roiliest Bicycles, complete
with coaster brakes, chain guard.
light and built on a motorbike
frame are the grand prizes. Third
is a Tourist camera. Fourth prize
is an Eastman Camera and the
Fifth prize is an official Football.
The 6th, 7th and 8th prizes are
ball-bearing skates. Ninth a n d
tenth prizes are watches, with
the 11th prize being a football.
The 12th, 13th, 14th. 15th, and was awarded the master of fine silent wish, lie was saving his
16th prizes are genuine all-leather ,arts degree last July by the Cran- money in hopes that the business
hillfolders. The 7th to 21st prizes 1 brook Academy of Art. would some day be his.
In the latter part of 1954. when
• • • Conway made himself known to
LEAD AGENCY—Two agents led the
Union Protective 'Assurance company's
East Memphis district in top performance
during 1955. They are, seated. (Center)
Miss Iesta Roberts and Rufus Jones
(right). Looking on at left is J. E. Roach.
assistant manager of the East Memphis
district. Miss Roberts carried a $.100
weekly deriit, and her collections for the
'Big Bands Roll 1
In New Movies
debit. xvas 99 percent. This live-\\ tre sales-
day also garnered a $29.31 increase. Per-
sonable Mr. Jones built a debit of $159.81
in 49 weeks. He matched the efforts of
Miss Roberts by ohalkiips op 99 percevit
collections on 101 R. L. Rankins is
manager of the I. Mon Proiectis e As$6,•_
ance company's East Memphis district.
are "Rust Proor' Metal Money
Changers and the 22nd to 26th
prizes are pen and pencil sets.
Each set has a fountain pen, a
ball point and a retractable lead'
pencil.
It's not too late for any live
wire- newsboy to enter the contest
and win one of the lovely prizes
while earning some money as the
contest will not dose until Feb.
25.
ENTER NOW
If you have not entered the TR1-
STATE DEFENDER's Newsboys
Contest, do it now! And start at
once making some money selling
the TRI-STATE DEFENDER. We
have several openings for live
wire newsboys. Call JAckson 6-
'; and ask for the Circulation
Department. Give your Nathe, Ad-
dress. Age. Telephone Number and
the name of the school you at-
tend, and say: "I WANT TO SELL
THE Ill-STATE DEFENDER".
That's all to it — So start TODAY
earning big money selling "The
South's Leading Weekly" The TM-
STATE DEFENDER.
Below are the names of the TEL-
STATE DEFENDER newsb o 5
ranking high in the contest. These
names are arranged in alphabetic-
al order and not according to their
standing in the contest.
TOP NEWSBOYS
The .1ce Newsboys are: A. J.
Albright, Lucius Best, William
Brown, John L. Craig, Rayfield
Clark, Ralph E. Confer, Leroy Da-
vis, Edgar Davis. III. Frank F'itz-
gerald. Willie and Anderson Har-
din. Jerry Jones, Claude Jones,
Jesse James Lee, Robert Logan.'
Charles McEwen, William Merritt,
Larry Oliver. Tomiftiy• Parker, Alal
vin Prileux, Lester Purnell, Char.!
les Rawlings, Robert Russell.
Leander Conway Dreamed He Could
woman tor 
High, a cleanins,
Bill 
r i s, Bedford County Training
Jr. High, Chattanooga: S. W. Har-
didn't Bailey. brother of 
school, Shelbyville: M. D. Genter,
day last week. 
to
Pearl. the singer, who took a fling
,(.. N. Berry, Merry High, Jackson:
Beardsley Junior High, Knoxville;
When she did show up, she had %:'.41,ek in New
preaching, was arrested last
William Fort, Ford Greeen School
a good alibi. She hail been kid- 
York and charged
Nashville; T. R. llartsfield, County
 her way from her home in llo.
three men with selling narcotics. :Arraigned '
In felony court, he admitted being "%lining school, 
Milan, • Louisnapped. she said. by
in
.loseph Smith, J. W. Terry, .Tames
Earl Williams and Ronald Wil- ake Station Pay Off--And He Has boken.When police questioned her tooRalph Roberts. Jeffery Robinson.
Leander Conway's policy is to I could handle his troubles. done in the past." been no kidnapping at all. Now i 5 Grads Of '05hams. closely, she admitted there had
give all customers the same fine Since the new station was con -
service, regardless of the extent of structed on the same site a was 
At the recent Crand Opening of free on WO bond, she faces a At Lincoln FeteMen's Day Speaker
TOLEDO, Ohio — William Long, their purchases. necessary to hamper business ac- 
the new Linden Avenue station. Le- hearing on disorderly c o n d u c t JEFFERSON CITY. Mo. -- Five
ander Com\ ay offered the public charges,
president of St. Paul B a p t ist Almost every day for several tivines for several months. Front "golden anniversaiy graduate
s
school. Chattanooga.
men's organization, announced years, Leander Conway drove by. 
a free show with one of the best 
that the Men's Day speaker, Jan. the small Pan-Am station on Lin.' 
here weretne.esieenbtrattie hiel lsp,,I:thincboilritihtimai•jazz bands in the South. It was One publishing company Chairmen of the standing cont.
music to t'onsta' ears in more prints and binds three million Bis % el's' • . nuitees are
22, still be LeMaxie Glover who den ave., in Memphis making a 
.
was than 01W. tiles a year.
Hobson, Manassas High. Memphis;
an addict himself.
L. Sects, Webb high,. McKin-
lie : T. Clinton De-trick Haynes
Iii Ii school. Davidson county;
Miss Harry Mae Simons, Magnolia
school. Memphis: W. W. Mays,
l'almer-Turner school Hennings.
and E. E. Pitt, Calvin-Donaldson
Universal Credit Union the Company, the station of his
dreams was anything but on in
To Hold 3rd Annual Meet ;he clouds. Of an old mission-type
Members of ULICO Employees
Federal Credit Union will hold
their third annual meeting at Uni-
versal Life InsUrance company's
assembly room at 4 p. m., Monday,
Jan. 30, Miss Lovie Montgomery,
president of the Union, has an-
nounced.
Monday's meeting will feature
talks on activities of the Union dur-
ing the year 1955, followed by a
set-together social affair.
Members will vote upon import-
ant policies of the credit union
design, the station was experienc-
ing a slump in its business. The
and will elect several directors an building housing the lubrication fa-
cilities had been demolished leav-
ing an open-air grease rack and
wash bay. Conway's spirits held
strong.
committeemen.
This meeting will mark the cli-
max of a good year for the credit
union, Miss Montgomery indicated.
Earning have been sufficient to
CHANCE TO PROVE HIMSELFpermit payment of its second di-
vidend since its organization three- He quickly agreed to the Corn-
years ago. The board of directors pan) 's offer to operate the station
is expected to recommend that on a trial basis. If he showed him.
the dividend is declared by the self well, he was to be given the
opportunity to handle the new sta-
tion then being contemplated at
the same location.
Conway, at the age of 44 and
with two children, could rely on
no previous experience. Ile h a d
been a fork-lift operator at an
Army Depot for the past 15 years.
All he knew was that he would
succeed • and Pan-Am agreed.
With onb the limited facilities
available. Conway went about
making-new friends in the growing
residential district nearby. Within
four months he had the profit
chart on the increase.
Then, as non. Conway explains
his policy as follows: "No custom-
er can buy so little that we can't
give him those extra services Pills Company-o wned station
which mean so much." About his success. Company off:-
SOME NEW DIFFICULTIES •- is•ials say "Ile has met or expec-
Needless to say, when a new, exceeded all our expectation
modern Mira-Wall type station was is far as service station
erected on the saute corner the
dealership went to Leander Con-
way. Even with this .efficient build- the high standards of cleanliness gro Junior Chamber of Commerce.
ing. Conway had to prove that he 1and merchandising . . as he has a member of the Urban League;
members.
A large crowd is expected of
members, their families a d
friends.
•
. •
NEVER
BITTER
\Ilinmeosmommemsommuss 
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THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS MITTEN
IN YOUR HAND
Why Go Through Life
Unhappy?
LIFE READER AND
DIVINE HEALER
All Welcome, White and Colored
itnout any question, this remarkable woman re-
veals your entire life from infancy to old age, giving
dates, facts and figures and guides you to success,
health and happiness; settles lover's quarrels, enables
you to win the affection of any one you may desire,
causes speedy and happy marriages; tells you if the one
you lova is true; restores lost affection, peace and confi-
dence to lovers, gives you the full secret how to control
the thoughts and actions of any one you desire. First ap-
pearance in your City. If your business is unsuccessful,
if your health is not good, if you are in TROUBLE of any
kind, you should see this TRULY GIFTED READER.
She has helped thousands — Why not you?
READINGS AT "2 PRICE 50c with this Clipping.
Locations — Stop at either location.
BOTH ARE LICENSED BY SHELBY COUNTY.
They are two of nine sisters. They have given satis-
faction where other readers have failed — all readings
are guaranteed satisfactory.
MADAM LILLIAN — Located at 3565 Lamar opposite
the Post Office in Oakville. 34 mile from city limit line.
Oakville Airport Capeville bus runs at 2:00. 3:55. 5:15
and 6:30 p.m.
MADAM LILLIAN READS IN HER
PRIVATE HOME — Phone 34-4273
With the starring appearances
of Count Basic and Lionel Ha nip
ton in Studio Films' "Rhythm and
Blues Revue", now being released
nationally, the cinema spotlight is
focused, as never before in motion
picture history, on well - known
band leaders.
UL is soon releasing "The Ben-
ny Goodman Story". Columbia Pic-
tures has gotten on the baton
wielder screen band wagon with
"The Eddie Duchin Story". Phil
Harris is featured in Para mount's
"Anything Coes". %%lien M. G. M.
gets "High Society'. under way on
Jan. 15, Louis Armstrong will be
prominently billed. RKO will soon
cast a 'name' band leader for its
spring production of "Every Moth-
er Should Be Alarried", and when
Warner Brothers start 'shooting'
"Pajama Game" in June, one of
the country's band leaders will be
starred.
'Rhythm and Blues Revue''
headlines 18 of the country's out-
standing R and B pei sonalities,
in addition to Basle and
Hampton, Sarah Vaughan, Faye
Adams, Ruth lirovvn. Nat "King"
Cole, and the Delia Rhythm Boys.
Admits Kidnap
Tale Is Hoax
Samuel Peace Speaker
last week, S. W. Ilarris. constitution; • .1. L.
The graduates of the class 01 seats, in service training; Louis
1905 were special guests oft he Hobson, legislative; Monroe D.
university at its annual Misery- '; Center. membership: C. N. Berry,
ance of Founders' Day 'i I
...leY were ' publicity: T. R. Ilartsfield re-
Dr. Homer Wilburn, Chicago: Cra search: Mrs. Odessa Roberts Tate,
• . S'Saunders, Kansas City, M
For LeMoyne's Alumni James Saunders, Chicago, and :leMildred Boone, Jefferson Cit‘;; atoning:tion: E. L. Washburn, necrology;l'. R. Robinson, resolu--- ' attendance; Richard B. Thompson,
nie Schweich cooky, Chicago. Miss Charlsye Heard, decoration;
Samuel Peace. class of I49, I.e Negro Welfare Committee of the 1
Moyne collge, will delis es• the main Community Council; Dr. .1. W. •
servance lir Alumni Day at 1,e Walker Civic Club; and Phi Beta
Moyne College, C. Arthur Bruce ; Sigma fraternity.
auditorium, on Sunday, Feb. 12.
at 3 p. in. Mr. Peace is married to the
Mr. Peace has been a menibei . former Miss Maggie Lynom. They
of the staff of Tennessee Depart are the parents of four children,
went of Employinent Security Shirley, 7. Samuel jr., 6, Moses,
since March, 1950. Duties of this 4, and Sandra 2. Ile is the brother
LEANDER CONWAY position include making decisions of Mrs. Mildred
 Peace home,
on all claims for unemployment teacher at Magnolia school.
Feb. 1, 1955, to the latter part compensation, and counseling job COLLEGE CHOIR
of April there was only on e applicants. Ile has also served in Music for the occasion will be
pump island in service and it the capacity of assistant to the rendered by the LeMoyne College i
could be reached only front one manager.
direction. Even during this period. A cometent speaker, Mrs. Peace 
choir under the direction of Prof.;
J. If. Whittaker. Fred Game Is
Dealer Conway maintained t Ii e won his first oratorical contest in geneal chairman of Alumni Day,
gallonage mark he had hit with the 1941 in Tallahassee. Fla.. sPon- •with Miss Lutitia Poston. co-chair-
old station sored by the New Farmers of man. Mrs. Bernadine Holmes is
In the months since then, 
with 
the entire corner sparkling with
the nest drives and busy pumps,
Conway can boast of having trip
led the business volume handled
America. lie is a grattmate n. program chairman, while Mrs.
Coleman High School, Greenville, Ann Hall heads the Speakers Corn
Miss. nuttee. Leroy V. Johnson is presi.
His interest in public speaking dent of LeAloyne Alumni Associa- TO SPEAK .AT
continued throughout his college
by his predecessors, career, where he concentrated his
PRAISED ON OPERATION studies around Philosophy and Re•
Another distinction for Conway ligion, receiving the Bachelor 01
lies in the fact that he is the first Arts degree in Humanities. Ile has
Negro Pan-Am Dealer in a Aleiw done further study at Tennessee
State university toward a Master's
degree
ACTIVE PERSONALITY
A number of outstanding civic
organizations claim his member-
operation is concerned. We feel ship. Ile is vice-president of In-
sure he will continue to maintain ternal Affairs Committee of Ne-
WI: K EN. N. .1. II rs.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER s
Sat.. Jan. 28, 1956
Study Principal's Role
At Meeting On Feb.11
"The role of the principal in. school in Memphis is president of
preparing all school personnel and the association.
lions'' will he studied here Satur- The following four agenda items
students for better human seta- THE AGENDA
day, Feb. 11, when the Tennessce oaf he taken up in group dis-
BPruincse•ipahlasl'i Association 
session for reports and ac-
opening 
during the Saturday morn-
at 9 a. tn. ism in the afternoon meeting:
A meeting of the esecutise com
mittee has been announced for Fri-
day night, Feb. 10, at the Orleans
hotel, beginning at 730 p in Ezra
L. Ford, principal of Capieville
tit What practical steps can be
taken in schools and communities
to facilitate better human rela-
tions'.
(2) What can the principal do to
!mow% e communications and to in-
crease understanding and accept-
ance of the Milk idual?
(3) what human relation acti-
vities will bring about a better un-
derstanding of individual a n d
grinip differences?
What should he the ground
oork on an emerging program Of
better litintati relations?
Music for the Saturday morning
general session will be furnished
by the Alanassas High school cho-
ral group.
Other officers are .1. C. H
Ca mei. 011 111:411 N shville, first
vice: G. A Ku>, Orchid Knob
school, Chattanooga, second vice,
and S. .1.. Jones Carver High
school Colombia . secretary•treas-
•
TOP COM NUTT E E
, Executive COM 111 Mee members
include
C. B. Robinson, Second District
Lanra Bostic
Frank Sinatra 's mother
lion
feel going ork one
A & T To Get New
President Soon
Following a meeting of the full
board held Jan. 5, Charles A.
Hines stated, "It is the hope of the
board that a new appointment
will he made with dispatch so that
the forward progress of the insti-
tution may continue uithout inter-
ruption."
NORTH CAROLINA Commit-
tee en Rural Progress will vis-
it le five counties in the state
determine the "County of the
beginning in late January to
Year" winner for having made
the most outstanding progress
during the past year. Winning
county will receive the Clar-
ence Poe Award of MO, given
each year by the publisher of
The Progressive Farme r.
Members of the committee at-
tending the recent meeting
held at A&T college, Gr ens-
boro, N. C. recently are from
left to right: (Seated) J. R.
Larkins. Raleigh consultant,
State Board of Welfate; Mrs.
Ruth L. Woodson, Raleigh, su-
pervisor, N. C. Negro Elemen-
tary Schools; Mn, Lucy F.
James, Durham, supervisor,
Vocational Home Economics
and R. E. Jones, state agent,
ACT college Eitension Serv-
ice; Those standing are: Dr.
W. E. Rs ed, dean, School of
Agriculture, A&T college, in
Greensboro, and C. E. Dean,
vocational teacher trains r,
A Is T college.
DANCER
ALMA NI ATER—
Samuel Peace will address Le
Moyne alumni and friends during
observance of Annuli! Alumni Day
at the college on Feb. 12, at 1
p.m. in ('. Arthur Rsuce Hall. He ,
is an outstanding member of She
Miss Jim Ella Cotton, housing;
Mrs. Doyle Burnley, registration;
T. J. Toney, program, and Mrs.
Fannie Brazzell food.
class of 1949.
U. S. ARMY
RUBBER
OVERSHOES
$2.49 pr.
They're Slightly Used —
But There's Tears of
Wear Left In Each
Pair!
ARMY SURPLUS
. OUTLET
91 N. SECOND STREET
50 million
times a day
at home, at work
or on the way
There's
nothing
like a
IL SO BRIGHT IN TASTE...
mothing like it for
sparkling, tangy goodness.
2. SO QUICKLY REFAISHING... I
nothing like it for
a bracing bit of energy,
with u few calories as half
an average, juicy grapefruit.
DOMED UNDIlt autsoosire cse ins COCA-COLA COMPANY MP
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
-um- is • s•stossist kis... mart 0 It53 THE COcn.00iA CONPAla
•
s
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er Training college and I shall to get married. I am 40 years old,
finish my course in December. I 5 ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 135 lbs.,promise to reply to any letters I black hair, brown eyes and light
receive. My hobbies are writing
letters, football. sports, photogra- brown complexion. 
I am a good
phy and collecting post cards, cook, a 
Christian and have a nice
Dancing and the others I am not home. My living already 
is made
interested in are too many to be and I don't have any 
bad habits.
mentioned. All friends should send I would like a 
nice man be-
tween the ages of 45 and 50. Will
their photos and I promise to send
anything they may ask of me answer all letters and 
exchange
from the Gold Coast. Stephen I. photos. Rebecca 
Coley, 5401 So.
Acquah, 217 New Market rd. Aba- Michigan- ave.. Chicago 15, 
Ill.
• • .
krampa VIA Cape Coast, Gold -
Coast B. WA. DEAR 
MME. CHANTE: I am
1 
• • • 
interested in corresponding with
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would 
pen pals. I am a Jamaican col-
ored girl 22 years old. Lillian
like to correspond with others who
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
29 years of age, 5 ft. 7 inches
tall, dark brown and born in Ja-
maica, but residing in London.
Would like to correspond with a
young man with good educational
back ground, fairly independent
and decent , between the ages of
29 and 35 years of age. Will et-,
change photos and answer all let-
ters. Gloria Barnett, 22 Pem-
bridge Villas, W. 11 London, Eng-
land,
DEAR MME. CHANTE: am
anxious to have, some pea friends
from your country. I am a
young man of 20 years old, weigh-
ing 128 pounds, 5 ft. 7 inches tall,
black hair and dark brown in
color. I am a student in a Teach. 
areinterested in charitable work
among the less fortunate. You see
most of my time is taken up in
this way and I find it a pleas-
ure to be able to get letters from
anyone interested in the same
work. C. C. Spencer, 5 Barrett
sts, Spanish Town, Jamaica.
• • .
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a young Jamaican girl now re-
siding in England who is desir-
ous of corresponding with an
American On pal. I am 28 years
old, dark brown complexion, 120
lbs. and 5 ft. 6 inches tall. I would
like male and female pals whose
Gray, 22 Somerlylon Rd. Brixton,
S. W. 9 London, England.
Os.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I find
it necessary to ask your aid in
getting me a male pen pal in the
USA. H n e should be a individual
good enough to be my husband,
one especially with fine qualities
which am sure will meet my
approval. I am 34 years old, 5
ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 139 pounds
and dark brown hair. I like all
sports. Miss W. Thompson, 44
Montague st.. Rollington Town,
Windward Road p. co. Kingston,
Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
ages are between 26 and 40. Joyce DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
Lewis, F. Ivy rd., Handsworth,
BHam 21, England. 
like to correspond with people in
i • 
America. I am a Jamcican but
• •
now living in England. I am 32
DEAR MME. CHANTEt T am years of age, 5 ft. tall and weigh
40 years old, 5 ft. 11 inches, weigh 108 lbs. Inez McDonald, 26 Gran-
-05 pounds and brown complex-
n. I am interested in a nice 
ville rd., London N. W. 6, England.
• • •
ancestry who wishes to marry
and make a happy home. Some-
one that is sincere and faithful.
Please send photo and I will do
the same. James B. Martin, Gen-
eral Delivery, Chicago, Ill.
cago. My sports are hunting and
fishing. Be sure to send photo and
address so I can answer your let-
ter or phone number. .1. T. Beau-
mann, Box 16 Robbins, Ill.
*0*
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a very lonely woman of 45, brown
complexion, very neat and clean.
I would like to meet a man of
about 45 or 50 who is interested
in getting ahead. I am a hard
working woman. I've been on the
same job for 15 years. I'm in-
terested in marriage. Drunks or
gamblers need not answer. Mag-
gie White, 1003 S. Winnebago St.,
Rockford, Ill.
so.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
a lonely woman who would like
somitn between the ages of 24 DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
ears and 36, weigh between 110 desirousof getting some pen pals
,ind 150 pounds and of Oriental from your country. I would pre-,
fer girls of any color or treed.
I am a dressmaker. My hobby
is dancing. I am 6 ft. 8 inches
tall, weigh 142 pounds, dark skin
and Jamaican. I hope I meet with
someone who is- willing to have
• •
me as a correspondent. And also
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have I am 23 years old. Morica Mc-
heard so much about your column.
1 wonder if you will help me. I
am 18 years old, 5 ft. 6 inches,
dark skin and weigh 129 pounds.
I would like to hear from serv-
a honest working man seekingice men between the ages of 22 
an honest, sincere companion with
and 27. Please do not write un- the intentions of marriage. I am
less serious and send photo in 5 ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 160 lbs..
first letter. I will answer all let- brown skin, black hair, black
ters and exchange photos. Racetetes and quiet and would like a,
or creed does not matter. Kathie '
nice quiet home life. I would like
Mosley, 5011 S. Calumet, Chi-
a woman of the same type. I don't
ca go 15, 111.
Crae. 26 Potters Row. Rae Town,
Kingston, Jamaica.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: am
Haiti Offer Exotic
Vacation At Low. Cost
PORT AU PRINCE—Everybody
knows that when tourists discover
a delightful off-beat playground,
and then spread the word about it,
prices soon soar.
Haiti, however, is an exception,
according to Pan American World
Airways which has just completed
an on-the-the-spot survey in con-
nection with its recently inaugu-
rated 7 1-2 hour flights between
New York and Port au Prince.
Prices have climbed in this exo-
tic Caribbean country where tour-
ist traffic has nearly tripled dur-
ing the past four years, but they
haven't soared.
While deluxe hotels charging
$25 for a single and $50 for a
double, including meals, have
made their appearance, winter
tourists will find first class hotels
with singles for $25-$15, doubles for
$20-$30, including m e a 1 s. For
penny-counting visitors, there are
pensions with rates as low as $5
single. $8 double, with meals.
Except for taxi fares, Port au
Prince is still one of the most
reasonable of popular Caribbean
playgrounds.
Nearly all sightseeing tours of-
fered by local agents are priced
at $5 per person. For ten cents,
one may go anywhere in this sea-
side capital by a group-riding au-
tomobile called "voiture publi-
que."
Station wagons called "camio-
netes" connect the capital with
its mountain suburb, Petionville,
four miles away and a thousand to
two thousand feet up. Fare is also
ten cents.
Admission to a cockfight is 50
cents. For an extra dime one may
buy a ticket to the Theatre de Ver-
dure where the National Folklorie
Troupe puts on three shows a
week in winter.
Nightlife runs from 35 to $10 if
one wants to be escorted to voo-
doo ceremonial dances, a peasant
hoedown called "bamboche," bis-
tros brimming with native atmos-
phere, and continental-type night-
clubs.
Taxi fares can make a night out
on the town costly. Rates are
from $6 to $10 an hour at night,
depending upon whether one sticks
to the capital or chugs up to Pe-
tionville. By haggling a cabbie
may be talked into a flat rate.
preventing budgets from inter- au Prince an excellent lunch or
fering with pleasure. dinner costs $2.50- and $3.50, re-
.At the best restaurants in Port spectively.
•
PRICES HAVE CLIMBED In
exotic Haiti where tourist traf-
fic hal nearly tripled during
the past bur years but plea.
sant living, such as pictured
at the Hotel Olofsson, can still
be enjoyed for $12.00 a day,
with meals. An on-the-spot sur-
vey by Pan American World
Airways, which links the Car-
In historic Cap Haitien on the
north coast of Haiti, vacation
costs are even lower.
ribbean island to New York
and Miami, reveals that de-
spite Zooming popularity, Hai-
ti remains a reasonable winter
' resort.
People, Places and Things 
IN NEW YORK last week Lind-
ley F. Kimball, national chair-
man of the United Negro College
Fund drive, announced that the'
organization received a total of
51.624,965 in contributions last
year. Money raised is distributed
among 31 private accredited col-
leges which are located (with one
exception) in the South. The sin-
gle exception is Lincoln univer-
4s.sity in Pennsylvania.
THE SWIMMING pool 'type atom-
ic reactor presently under con-
struction in Bombay, India, will
begin functioning by the middle
of the year and will give all-ra-
THE OHIO Bureau of Unemploy-
ment Compensation paid out $60,-
454.258 in unemployment benefits
in 1955.
Christian man, Someone w h o v.-0 1012 N. 10th st.. Gadsden, Ala. MARKING THEIR 46th anniver-
. would like to settle down. I would sary. 4.100,000 of the nation's Cub
like for him to be between theScouts, Boy Scouts, Explorers,
, DEAR N1ME. CHANTE: I would,ages of 50 and 60, dark brownan  adult leaders will launch their
skin, 5 ft. 11 inche: to 6 ft tall like to have pen pals 
from any-
where in the U. S. I am in,
and weigh from 166 to 180 pound. tere:fed in reading and photog•
I am a widow of three sears. of '
raphy. My hobbies are swimming.
the Baptist faith, a hard working playing indoor games and cycling.
woman, dark brown skin. 5 ft. All interested people should en-
inches tall, weigh 137 pounds. 48, close their photographs in their
years old and nice cook arid, letters. W. W. D. Asaam, D. 13-2
housekeeper. I want a decent Cofnmercial st., Cape Coast, Gold
and good working man. Concerel— Coast.
la Scott, 512 E. Oakwood blvd., • • •
Chicago, 111. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
• • •
like to correspond with a young
l DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am lady. I am a teacher 23 years
Interested in a very nice man who ,,1,1 weighing 140 pounds, 5 ft. 6
loves children and wants to get incbes tail and of dark complex-
married. I hese one child, a ion, considered not had looking. I
daughter, seven months old. I am am decenl, intelligent and ambi-
23 years old. 5 ft. 5 inches, very tious and would make a nice hus-
plump and light brown complex- band for the right kind of worn-
ion. He must be an intelligent, an. I am sincere and not joking.
man and willing to care ;for my i would like for her to be be-
child as his own. Bonnie Powers, ; tween the age: of 19 to 24. All
6046 S. Harper. Chicago 37, Ill.' letters received will be answer-
ed. Will exchange photographs.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am Those answering must be sincere
28 years of age born in Jamaica,' and definitely interested. E. A.
independent and of good origin. Newland, I E. North St. Kingston,
Would like very much to corres.. Jamaica, BWI.
pond with a lady from years oil 
28 to 38. Must be of good edu-1r•• •
cation and from good family. Will LrIal-, 1•.1 S
answer all letters and exchange
pictures. Norman D. Cowboy, 4 Job Openings
Arundel Gardens, London W 11,
England.
• • *
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
Interested in meeting a nice lady
preferably a widow in her early
forties. Her name must be Ber-
nice, Sally or Mahle. I would like
for her weight to be between 130
and 150. pounds, height 5 ft. 3
inches to 5 ft. six inches and
complexion fair. I am a widow- quired to pass a short test in ac-
er 65 years of age. I have no, counting problems.
relatives. My wife died two years' Salary ranges from $377 to $453
ago. I have my own home in C111-1 a month. I
• . • 
I object to color. size. or age, all
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I read thz.it 
I ask is a woman be decent.
the Defender every week and see 
Will answer all letters, so girls
that you help lonely people. 1 am 
come on and write me. I am fond
lonely for friendship and would 
of children and would admire I
appreciate it if you would help I them as 
my own. Please enclose
me find a nice seettled minded 
snapshot with letter and don't hes-
itate to write. T. Gustave Ward,
ervice
Applications now are being ac-
cepted for accountants and audi-
tors, J. A. Connor, director, Seven-
th U. S. Ci‘il Service Region, an-
nounced.
Applicants who possess a college
education in accounting will not
have to take a written test. Those
who do not, but who can qualify
on the basis of experience, are re-
God and My Country", during Boy
Scout Week, Feb. 6 to 12.
LEE NICHOLS and Louis Cassels,
writing in the February Reader's
Digest, said: "One of the sorest
Spots in America's Christian con-
science is the fact that the wor-
ship of God is still being conduct-
ed on a predominantly Jim Crow
basis. However, no condemnation
of the churches for hyporcrisy
can be made without citing two
facts in their defense: first, they
face a more difficult task than
do the schools; second, many,
churches have conceded the Sin-
fulness of segregation and are
taking steps to end it."
OPERATION Home Improvement,
a nationwide campaign to encour-
age citizens to improve their liv-
ing condition and modernize their
homes, was inaugurated official
lv in Washington last week when
Albert M. Cole, administrator of
U. S. Housing and Home Finance
Agency, proclaimed 1956 as
'Home Improvement Year.'
MODERN DESIGN Is something
that one segment of the gas in-
dustry doesn't have to worry
about. It has a perennial "best
seller" that hasn't changed basi-
cally in more than 100 years.
This hardy centennial is the gas
meter. Today's model is almost
the same in appearance and de-
sign as its predecessor, which was
invented in England in 1844.
JOHN FOSTER DULLES, pointing
out the risks involved in averting
wars: "You have to take chan-
ces for peace, just as you must
take chances in war. Some say
that we were brought to the verge
of war. Of course we were brought
to the verge of war. The ability
to get to the verge without get-
ting into the war is the necessary
art. If you cannot master it, you
jpevitably get into war. If you
try to run away from it, if you
are scared to go to the brink, you
are lost."
DUKE ELLINGTON has a new
drummer who, says a national
mag, is "solid as Gibraltar." His
name is Sam Woodyard who
comes as close as any man could
to playing a tune on his four
drums and three cymbals.
TOP SINGER in the"Magic
Flute" opera, Mozart's master-
piece,on television recently, was
Leontyne Price, "whose liquid so-
prano never sounded truer or
sweeter."
GUERILLA warfare and terrorism
took a toll of 185 lives in Algeria
and French Morocco in a 48 hour-
period last week, according to re-
ports.
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Race Neurosis
Look masgazine contained an ex-
traordinary document recently tit-
led "Approved Killing in Missis-
sippi," written by William Brad-
ford Huie, a Pulitzer prize win-
ning newspaperman and author.
The article clearly stated that t e
murder of Emmett Till of Chi-
cago was not only premeditated
by J, W. Milam and Roy Bryant,
but the savage act was commit-
ted in reprisal for the boy's show
of courage.
The article, by and large ignor-
ed by the white publications, re-
ceived banner headlines in t h e
Negro press. But few papers, it
seems to me, quite caught the
full implications of the story—or at
least, felt the admission of guilt
by the two white men involved
was fact enough to deserve dra-
matizing.
But upon close examination, I
found that Mr. Huie had written
a pretty slick article — actually,
he had cut the case down t h e
middle, allocating faults to both
sides equally. Like a piece writ-
ten recently by Hodding Carter, he
implied that Emmett Till's behav-
ior had been sexually offensive,
which in the southern context is
sufficient for violence.
SEXUALLY OFFENSIVE
Mr. Huie relates that the Ne-
gro boy grabbed Milam's wife
around the waist, while urging her
to date him. Now, I do not be-
lieve anyone in their right mind
would believe a Negro boy, even
if he does hail from the North,
has the brass, even temerity to
grab a white woman in such a
manner in the southern precincts.
The taboos against such a thing
are too well known.
But in relating this alleged in-
cident Mr. Huie slickly justified
the violence of the two white men
— at least in the eyes of the
white southerner. The fact is, the
bulk of white men would be in-
censed by a similar sexually of-
fensive gesture even in the North.
And as they read Mr. Huie's arti-
cle doubts would cloud their minds
as to the moral rights a Negro
had under such circumstances.
And when Mr. Huie further re-
lates that Emmett Till cried to the
bitter end he had had white wom-
en in the North, he was in effect
marshalling an array of prejudice
against the hapless boy. For few
white men, north or south, will
contenance even a suggestion that
such a thing can happen. Deep in
the subconscious of every white
man, aro matter how liberal, is an
abhorrence of interracial relation-
ships — at least where Negro men
and white women are concerned.
Therefore, while Mr. Huie of-
fers undeniable evidence that Mi-
lam and Bryant brutally murder-
ed Emmett Till — and by their
own cynical admission — southern
white men will read the article
with approval. Thus, Mr. Huie suc-
ceeds in outraging the Negro com-
munity by a supposedly liberal re.
port of the crime, and succeeds,
too, in winning the approval of
the South by offering evidence of
the Negro's sexually offensive be-
havior.
"APPROVED KILLING"
I submit, therefore, that Mr.
Huie himself is a reflection of the
South's neurosis about race. For,
having interviewed the two cul-
prits and got from them a clear
admission of guilty, he offers facts
in justification of their acts. He
therefore must share their racial
outrage, that a Negro could have
the temerity to make romantic ad.
vances to a white woman. For
how else could anyone write a
piece about the murder of a child
and find justification for the act.
Look Magazine perhaps, will be
commended for publishing an
article such as this. But Mr. Huie
failed to indicate the righteous in.
dignation every civilized and Chris.
tian person feels when a child is
murdered by grown-ups. Actually,
he tried to write above the tumult
and as if there were two sides
to the issue, when in fact there
is only one side: miscarriage of
justice in a murder case.
This may seem incredible: But
when Milam and Bryant read Mr.
Hole's article they will not their
heads with approval, for there is
nothing contained in the article de.
crying their savage brutality.
Like-minded men will also read
the piece with approval, for they
will say white supremacy was
upheld. And this in my view is all
Mr. Huie succeeded in doing. The
article should have been titled,
"Approved Killing in Look Maga-
zine."
Prof. 44ERMA P41
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SUCCESSFUL THINKING
The thought of success is a mosi
provocative one since all of us
are seeking success in one form
or another. The majority of people
see it in just about the same way.
To each one, success means
achieving his desires, his object-
ives, his aims. It means money
in the bank, power, responsibility,
fame and fortune high office and
so on.
In the face of this widely accept-
ed opinion of success, one might
be considered slightly peculiar if
one were to assert that in all
things all of us are basically suc-
cessful. Nevertheless, this is true.
In everything each one of us is a
success — a perfect success.
Seen in this light, a rich man
and a poor man are alike. They
are both successful men; the same
applies to a high executive and a
laborer, a worker and a loafer,
a healthy man or a sick man. Each
one perhaps unconsciously has
which has faithfully responded to
the directive impress of is basic
thinking.
Regardless of our thonghts, our
thinking or character, the ACT of
thinking — of entertaining any of
our convictions — sets the cre-
ative process in motion to produce
the object of oor thought, in this
way we are a success for we make
effective use of the creative power
of the mind and achieve a good
result.
• • •
Dear Prof. Herman: I have been
reading your column for quite
sometime and have found it to be
quite interesting. Will you help
me with this problem? Would you
advise me to send my son to col-
lege? M. M.
ANS. It does not seem advisable
to send him this semester since
his doctor recommends a good rest
for him due to his recent illness.
Ile can do some studying at home
to keep up with his work, and
when he is physically able, resume
his work at school..
M. R. What should we do?
ANS. According to your Zodical
Sign, you are destined to make
some changes in the near future.
These changes will mean that you
will be able to move to another
tcr,vn, which you really want to
do, and,to adjust yourself to a new
job as well.
• • •
' 3. T. Will we get the house we
had in mind?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question, I find that if you will be
patient a little longer you will bear
some good news reagarding this
house. For your Lucky Stars and
guiding Planet indicates many
changes for you in 1956 . .. Why
not send for your 1956.57 nom-
scope to further aid you in your
endeavors and help you.
• * •
WORRIED. Is he already mar-
ried? Is the gossip I hear true
Would we be happy if I do not
tell him what I have heard?
ANS. Only one question is an.
swered in the column due to the
limited amount of space. If you
will write in for a private reply,
I shall be happy to advise you.
Award 'Great Books'
Set To Wilberforce
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — A set
of the Great Books of the Western
World will be presented to t h
Carnegie Library of Wilberforce
university.
Some 1,600 sets of the books will
be distributed through a selection
committee of the American Li.
brary Association under a grant
from the Old Dominion founda.
tion.
The celebrated 55
-volume work
was produced by Encyclopaedia
Britannica in collaboration with
the university of Chicago.
Forty-eight countries outside of
the US are actively engaged in soil
conservation programs, according
to government information.
OBSERVATIONS
by Charles L. Browne
Psychology
When our son acts naughty, and I. . .Grimly reach for my belt •
My wife quickly takes him, whispering...Dear its bad for his healthAnd quoting child psychology.. .Says she, don't scold or thrash
That disorganizes ego .. . Brings personality clash
May submerge dominant interests. . .Eclipse important traitsSet-up conflicting emotions. . .That time cannot erase
Can ,cause an inferior complex. . .You want Johnny as oafYes lend up agreeing, but. . Somehow I fail to see
How our fore
-lathers made it, and: . .Witbout psychologyig
a
61„._
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Our Opinions
Conscience Hurting?
The FBI has suddenly become super-
sensitive to criticism. Stung by charges of
laxity over crimes involving Negroes in the
South, J. Edgar Hoover, the director, has
demanded that Dr. T. R. M. Howard of Mis-
sissippi either support or retract his speci-
fic accusation that the bureau leaked infor-
mation about Negro slayings in Mississippi.
We believe there is ample evidence .to
support allegations of terrorism and vio-
lence against Negroes all throughout the
South. Nobody needs to consult any law
books to prove this. In Mississippi, helpless
Negro citizens are existing under a state
of anarchy and fear, such as has never been
seen in the darkest dungeons behind the
Iron Curtain.
The FBI has said time after time that it
had no authority to go in and investigate
cases like that of the brutal lynching of
14-year old Emmett Louis Till. This leaves
Negro citizens in the position of being with-
out protection either from local axid state
authorities nor from the Federal govern-
ment itself. Where, then, are they to
turn to?
If consciences are being, stung, these are
hopeful signs that instead of indifference
to brutality, maybe at long last some laws
can be passed and the machinery provided
so the FBI can have no excuse for not mov-
ing into Mississippi, and any place else
where they are needed.
Mr. Hoover is riding the wrong horse
when he castigates Dr. Howard for saying
what are the thoughts of decent people all
over the country. "Where is the FBI? Can't
they do something about this?"
How Much Is A Vote Worth?
How much is a vote worth?
That's the- question we'll be asking both
the Republican and the Democratic parties
soon. It's high time for the aspiring politi-
cal hopefuls to be showing their wares and
ts equally time for us, the buyers, to be
laying down the specifications as to the
kind of goods we're in the market for.
The trouble is that some of the candi-
dates have become careless and indifferent.
Some are assuming that the Negro vote is
so sure that they can trot out the same old
shopworn mildewed, run-down merehandise
and the brother will go for it. But it ain't
necessarily so. 1
Some politicians have a "to hell with 'em
— they don't need nothing" attitude and
some more have a full line of phoney balo-
ney items guaranteed to collapse the day
after election.
We think its showdown time for every-
body and notice ought to be served on the
politicians that bloom in the Spring tra la
that the bargaining is going to be tougher
than ever, so the goods better be higher
quality than ever. How much is a vote
worth? A whole lot is our answer.
•
Operation Home Improvement
With some fanfare. Operation Home Im-
provement got under way last week when
Housing Administrator Albert M. Cole of-
ficially proclaimed '56 as the year to fix."
This is an allout campaign by private in-
dustry with the blessings of the Eisenho-
wer Administration to sta.!, the menacing
blight of bad housing which is defacing
the land.
All this is timely and well and good and
this newspaper pledges to cooperate whole-
heartedly in the program. However, we
hope this will not turn out to be "Operation
Cover-up" for laying an elaborate smoke-
screen over some shady manipulations on
the part of many private industries to
perpetuate more Jim Crow housing and
neighborhood ghettoes. And the Federal
Government has been all too willing a part-
ner in this pattern.
We're for progress and improvement. We
are also for open housing and loan rates on
the basis of a borrower's ability to repay
and not by the color of his skin.
What The People Say
Praise For The JNA
Dear Editor: Henry Booth House
wishes to voice its appreciation
for the stalwart assistance given
by the Joint Negro Appeal dur-
ing the year of 1955. It has meant
much to its program, aod to more
than a thousand boys and girls
who have membership in Henry
Booth House.
When one considers that t h e
Joint Negro Appeal has been rais-
ing funds for only one year, it is
amazing that the organization has
done so well.
It is not easy to get any new
organization going, especially
when it is one concerned with
fund-raising. Making the initial
plan. getting the "right" people
interested, choosing the best per-
sonnel, doing publicity, and (this
is the toughest job) developing a
new pattern of contributions
among people who have, not been
accustomed to giving to the new
venture — all this is time con-
suming.
Getting the Joint Negro Appeal
must have taken a combination of
real concern for Chicago children,
plus courage and consistency.
that the JNA could do such a
good job within its first year is
remarkable, and it deserves the
praise and thanks of all who
have benefitted. Edna Hansen, Di-
rector, Chicago.
*5.
A Good Idea
Dear Editor: At the recent Chi-
cago Automobile show, various
sections of this city were repre-
sented by charming young ladies
who were introduced from t h e
stage when the automobile in
which they were riding, was pre-
sented to the audience. Several
days ago one of the local news-
papers carried a picture of the
group of ladies chosen for t h e
honor of representing their sec-
tions of town.
It wag noted that Bronzeville
was not represented, yet the auto-
mobile market on the south side is
one of the best in the city and
sales are running very high in this
area. With all of the sepia love-
lies available, it is not understood
why none were chosen to repre-
sent the south side as Miss Bronze-
ville, Miss Kenwood, Miss Wood-
lawn or Miss Hyde Park.
It is too late to do anything
about it this year, but if your or-
ganization were to put a little push
1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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behind it, possibilly something
could be done about it for the
show next year.
To every action there is reac-
tion. To this action for representa-
tion at the auto show, let us hope
that the reaction of the auto show
officials will be favorable in this
matter. However, should this re-
quest meet with disapproval, it
would be appreciated if your read-
ers could be informed as to the
reason. Wilbur P. Holmes, Chica-
go.
• • •
The difficulties and the dangers
in not being able to break with
the past.
There are theee (3) great ob-
structions that block the road to
breaking with the past. (1) Fear
;2) Anticipation (3) Arrogance.
These three hinderances are also
the sources of all of the dangers
in not breaking with the past.
Whether the past has be en
pleasant or unpleasant, fear, anti-
cipation and arrogance have simi-
lar evil effects upon the individ-
ual.
Fear kills joy, assassinates hap-
piness and blocks progress.
If the past has been a pleasant
one, fear says that all will be
lost if there is a change. If the
past has been an unpleasant one,
fear says that the future will be
the same or worse. Fear magni-
fies evil and crushes faith.
Anticipation is a guessing game
in which the chances are a mil-
lion to one that you are wrong.
Anticipation is the worst form
of deception, self deception.
- Self deception is most demoral-
izing because of the failure to find
any other person or thing to pin
the responsibility for the end bad
results upon everyone e xc ept
yourself. Anticipation is seeing
without looking. It is the line of
least resistance Anticipation re-
quires no study, fore knowledge or
effort. Anticipation makes its
own rules accordingly to its own
selfish desires. Anticipation is not
concerned with facts, causes and
effects. Anticipation ignores evil
and its results. It does not count
the cost.
Arrogance Is a pleasing thing.
It magnifies, gives a feeling of
Over "Death Valley"
Dear Editor: Al Benson's pro-
posal to distribute copies of the
Constitution of the United States
from a plane over "Death Valley,"
Mississippi. reminds me of my fa-
ther's-in-law proposal to send me
some sweet potatoes.
When the potatoes arrived in
Chicago, the shipping cost w a a
more than the value of the pota-
toes. I could have bought better
potatoes for less right here in Chi-
cago.
In the first place, Benson's leaf-
lets would fly away and land into
the overflowing bayous and mud-
dy cotton fields where nobody
would get them. In the second
place, the remainder may not be
picked up by the parties to whom
they are directed but by parties
who may choose to use them in
a nice, big bonfire.
I will be glad to give Mr. Ben-
son the name and address of an
organization that has the facilities
am: the intelligence to deliver their
own leaflets with less expense and
less fanfare. So don't send them
leaflets when it's cutlets they
need. — Charles DeSavieu, Chi-
cago.
• • •
Fluoridation
Dear Editor, Our City is putting
Sodium Fluoride in the water
very soon. The Army also is us-
ing it. There have been numerous
plane crashes lately. Do you sup-
pose there is any connection? Miss
Marion Johnson, Chicago.
• • •
An Appreciation
Dear Editor, This is to thank
you for recent photo and write up
of my son Pvt. Lawrence Lee.
Also I wish to thank you for your
wonderful Defender paper. I have
been a reader for many years. I
shall read it every day in the fu-
ture. Mary Lee, Chicago.
plenty in a land of poverty. Arro-
gance is a lot of nothing. The
greater the arrogance, the greater
the nothing. Arrogance is like a
balloon, its protective wall is thin
and limited, its inside is wind and
highly escapable. Arrogance is
very vunerable to sharpness, heat
and pressure. When arrogance is
punctured, the residue is small
tattered strips with no resem-
blance of the original.
Fear is a scare crow, therefore,
it makes it difficult to break with
the past. What we fear usually
never happen.
Anticipation has its pleasant il-
lusions of protection and security,
therefore, makes it difficult to
break with the past. What we an-
ticipate is so deceptive, it makes
it dangerous to fail to break with
the past.
Arrogance is so pulled up. it
makes us unwilling to break with
the past and its end results are
so definably nothing except plenty
of disappointment, missing and
woe, it makes it dangerous not
to break with the past.
The past is not simply a goal to
retain on a prison to escape in life.
The past should be a spring board
to capult one in life.
Remember, w hen you fear you
lose, when you anticipate, you
may go wrong and when you are
arrogant, you are on the road to
destruction.
Faith destroys fear. Patience
and hope will supplant anticipation
and humility is the only cure for
arrogance. These three will en-
able you to break with the past.
These three are not kill-joys. They
are not guessing games, neither
are they balloons.
YANKEE GALLANTRY
Mississippians, including a Ne-
gro menial, got a lesson in gal-
lantry several years ago from
two white Chicago salesmen en-
route South by plane.
The incident, which occurred
at Jackson, Miss., involved Mrs.
Rhoda Jordan Carmichael who
was on her way to Southern uni-
versity to accept a teaching as-
signment. Accompansing her w au
her then eight-month-old son,
Alon.
A stunning young woman who
has earned herself a national
reputation in the field of dra-
matics, Mrs. Carmichael and
son were the objects of more
than casual attention during the
journey.
Then bed weather set in and
the plane was grounded at Jack-
son, Miss., at 3 o'clock in the
morning. The terminal was clos-
ed and there was no sign of lif.
anywhere.
The hostess explained the situ-
ation and told the passengers
, they would have to stay aboard
until the fog lifted.
At 6 o'clock, the lights in the
terminal were turned on. Pass-
engers began to leave the plane.
Then the hostess went from seat
to seat informing the passen-
gers that the terminal restaur-
ant was open — but she didn't
say 11 word to Mrs. Carmichael.
The baby who had slept well,
considering the situation, awak-
ened hungry and restless and
the young mother herself felt
the need for food.
She got off the plane a bit per-
plexed and undecided what
move to make. She went into
the ladies room and refreshed
herself and the tot while plan-
ning her strategy.
While there, the hostess came
in and sweet's o ffered to get
whatever food she wanted for her
self and child and serve her
there.
This infuriated the young moth-
er. The idea of eating and feed-
ing her child in a rest room was
repugnant. "Thank you." Mrs.
Carmichael responded. "but you
needn't bother, I'm going to eat
in the cafe."
as she was about to enter the
restaurant, a Negro porter tug•
ged at her arm. "Don't go in
there," he cautioned, "they don't
seise colored people in there."
She shook him off and boldly
entered the place with the de-
termination to sit down, order
food and wait for results. But as
she walked in, she noticed that
all the tables and chairs were
O( cupied.
This disconcerted her. S h e
didn't know just what move to
make, so she just stood there,
child in arm, eyes filled with
tears.
The waitress and other em-
ployes ease her unssinpathelic
stares as they brushed past her.
The Negro porter was peeping
through the door.
Then a whit, man, a felines
passenger, saw her, left his seat
and escorted her to his table.
She thanked him. Another asked
her what she would like for the
baby and herself and went to the
counter, ordered the food, paid
for it and served it to her.
"I should have known thi s
would have created a problem
for you Madame," one of them
said. "I know about these laws
and it's stupid. But you just go
ahead and feed your child and
take your time, no one will both-
er you."
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SO WHAT?
'Your wife ran away while you were
one waited years for the opportunity!
takin a bath? I'll bet
nvestigation Completed
‘4EcivA ...vkE's DEAD ALL PIGIAT...
But I.I%S RICA-T5 Agx4,!11T
BEEN VIOLATED
Concerning The Singing
Of Spirituals Today
When the spirituals came into
being one of the trials and tr bu-
lations, frustrations and bewi'ler-
ments of slavery, they must have
had an intense and immediate
meaning for the people who made
them up and who sang them out
of their hearts in the dark hours
of bondage.
In the log cabins, the planta-
tion churches, and the camp meet-
ings those great songs ilk e
"Steal Away'' and "Go Down. Mo-
ses" and "Swing Low, Sweet Char-
iot" must have been a comfort
and a balm to the captured body
and the weary soul. Modern med-
icine secognizes the power of mu-
sic as therapy for both body and
mind.
In the days when slaves had
neither freedom nor doctors. song
must have been a great factor in
soothing the wounds of flesh and
soul. That the spirituals today
have a power beyond ordinary mu-
sic is clearly visible at any con-
cert where the artist saves until
the end the n o w conventional
groups of spirituals which most
Negro concert singers use.
When that group begins, first
a rustle then a hush comes over
the audience and then a kind of
healing happiness, as if folks had
been waiting all the evening for
the gentle touch of those songs.
There is something universal and
all embracing and kind and hu-
man as love in the spirituals, even
when they are arranged as art
songs and sung by performers who
do not know their meaning.
Because white people who have
not liked us have liked the spir-
ituals, many Negroes object to
hearing the spirituals sung for
white people. I do, too, under such
slanted circumstances, for then
the spiritual may easily become
the mark of the stereotype — the
ever singing Negro. But no great
artist, folk or professional, really
sings for anyone other than him-
self first.
When the song belongs to him
first, then the song is freed as it
is sung, and sent into the air, for
friend or foe to enjoy impartially.
Like all the common gifts of God
or nature — sunshine, st a r s,
trees, atoms or rain — the songs
may then belong to anyone.
There are, of course, many sing-
ers who are not great, either vo-
cally or personally, and who de-
mean any music that they sing,
including the spirituals. since they
sing tor ego's sake, or money's
sake, or something other than
their own joy in songs and sing-
ing. Just as some people misuse
nature, so some people misuse
songs. But there is nothing wrong
about the spirituals themselves.
And there is no way of keeping
even a Bilbo from loving them.
Fifty years ago in his great
book, 'The Souls of Black Folk",
Dr. DuBois wrote a dozen of the
most beautiful pages ever written
about music in our country in his
chapter "On the Sorrow Songs".
Every young professional singer
who dares perform a spiritual in
public today should read this chap-
ter. Such a singer should read,
too, James Weldon Johnson's
moving poem, "Oh, black and
unknown bards of long ago," be-
fore he sings the songs those
bards created.
Heart of the what slave poured
out such melody
"As Steal away to Jesus"? on
its strains
His spirit must have nightly
floated free.
Though still about his hands
he felt his chains.
Who heard great "Jorda•
roll"? Whose starward eye
Saw chariot "swing low"? And
who was he
That breathed that 'omit)*
ing, melodic sigh,
Nobody knows de trouble I
see"?
A young singer should also read
Paul Lawrence Dunbar's "When
Malindy Sings". And Sterling
Brown's fine introduction to the
Folk Literature section of "The
Negro Caravan" with its history
and interpretation of the spiritu-
als. Then the singer should learn
to sing not just a hall dozen spir-
ituals for a program, but dozes
of the great songs preserved an
Religious Folk Songs of the Ne-
gro" or the Johnson "Book cd
American Negro Spirituals" cm
Mellows". Then from these songs
select those that have a meaning
for him and move his OWN soul,
before singing tor anybody.
Young singers whose racial and
religious roots do not go as deep
as those of Roland Hayes or Mar-
ian Anderson or Paul Robeson or
Dorothy Maynor, and for whom
the spirituals cannot have the
same meaning, may unintention-
ally make of their singing of these
songs "stereotypes", not by de-
sign, but simply through imma-
turity or lack of understanding.
The spirituals did not begin as
songs intended for entertainment.
And when they are sung purely
for entertainment, without an un-
derstanding of their inner mean-
ing and content, then a little min-
or crime is committed — not un-
related to such major crimes as
imprisoning the forces of nature
in an atom bomb to blow up
the world. Songs, like atoms, can
be misused.
P.,_&=-a/nd DATA
Do not be surprised if you should
read shortly that Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles is eager
to resign. That will be the tip
off that President Eisenhower has
finally decided to fire him. When
Dulles gets his walking papers,
he can be sure that his big mouth
was the cause of it all. The
President has been patient.
Dulles is in hot water today be-
cause of an interview in Life Mag-
azine which he authorized a n d
which paints him as a great hero
who has saved the world from
going to pieces not once but three
times since he has been down in
Washington. Statements and infer-
ences in the article are causing
a furor all over the world.
Many other presidents besides
Eisenhower have had trouble with
big feeling and big talking cabinet
members. It is odd how quickly
some men permit power to turn
their heads. This problem is de-
scribed by President Truman in
his recently publehed memoirs.
Mr. Truman found that he could
not control his Secretary of State
James F. Byrnes because the lat-
ter got too big for his breeches.
Byrnes had been given wide power
by the late President Roosevelt
and later when Mr. Truman tried
to make a good Secretary of
State out of him, he ran into grave
difficulty.
In his memoirs Mr. Truman
wrote: "But this delegation of
presidential powers had an ex-
traordinary influence on Byrnes.
It caused him to believe that, as
an official of the executive branch
of the government, he could have a
completely free hand within his
own sphere of duty. In fact, he
came to think that his judgment
was better than the President's."
After it became evident th a t
Byrnes could not be useful enough,
Mr. Truman let him go. They ex-
changed letters afterward a n d
kept up a good front for a time.
Mr. Truman stated in his book:
"It was not until the civil-rights
issue made him bitter and distant
that our contacts diminished."
Other cabinet members w h o
gave Mr. Truman trouble were
Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes
and Secretary of Commerce Hen-
ry Wallace. About Mr. Ickes, Mr.
Truman wrote as follows: "I real-
ized that he was a troublemaker
and difficult to get along with. In
a sense I was fond of him, es-
pecially because he was not a spe-
cial-interests man. Although he
was a scold and a gossip and ev-
erything that implies, I never
had a personal clash with him,
but when he got too big for his
breeches and opposed me open-
ly on my appointment of Pauley,
I could not, as President, tolerate
that."
Mr. Truman' difficulties w ith
Henry Wallace came to a head
over a speech he made on the U.
S. attitude toward Russia. In a
letter to his mothel and sister,
President Truman reveals h i s
views on Wallace, "Dear Mama
and Mary: Well I had to fire Hen-
ry todas, and of course I hated
to do it. itenry is the most pe-
foliar fellow I ever came in con-
tact with. I spent two hours and
a half with him Wednesday after-
noon arguing with him to make
no speeches on foreign policy—
or to agree to the policy for which
I am responsible — but be
wouldn't.
''So I asked him to make no
more speeches until Byrnes came
home. He agreed to that, and he
and Charlie Ross and I came to
what we thought was a firm com-
mitment that he'd say nothing be-
yond the one sentence statement
we agreed he should make. Well,
he answered questions and told
his gang over at Commerce aN
that had taken place in our inter.
view. It was all in the afternoon
Washington News yesterday, and
I never was so exasperated sinoe
Chicago. So — this morning I eall-
ed Henry and told him he'd bee
ter get out, and he was so nice
about it I almost backed out.
"Well, now he's out, and the
crackpots are having conniption
fits. I'm glad they are. It convino-
es me I'm right. . ."
In discussing Byrnes, Mr. Tru-
man observed: "A Secretary of
State should never have the illu-
sion that he is President of the
United States." Perhaps President
Eisenhower should be urged tia
read Mr. Truman's first book oil
memoirs If he has not already
done so, Whether he does or not,
I have a hunch that somebody
over at the White House is going
to wake up to the fact that the
President and not the Secretary
of State is responsible for the con-
duct of the foreign affairs of our
country,
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• PRESENTING various youth choirs of Chicago and the ,Grant Memorial A.M.!. church in Chicago. ClarenceAlberta Harris Memorial choir of Detroit, Mich, which Mayse, a master of 1953 class, was director.sang during Debutante-Master Dedication held recently at
Sr GATHERED AROUND Talmadge C. Turner, elk& &err
to, Debutantes from Detroit receive his congratulations.
ROW are (from left) Gwendolyn Taylor, Blondell Douglai
tory, Marilyn Taylor, Viola fortes and Betty Itionrnona. Five
other cities wore represented at ceremonies.
• IN FROTHY WHITE gowns, another Walker, Gwendolyn Parker, Daisy Turner,group of young debs which has dedicated it-Charlotte Belton, Marvalene Atlas and Helenself to Christian service in the A.M.E. con- Brown.ligation includes (from lefti Elizabeth H.
• MUSIC PLAYS an inspiring role hithelives of A.M.E. youth. Rehearsing their dedi-
cation song just before beautiful service was
held are Afrom lift around piano) 11)sie
Thomas, johniette Beasley. Margaret Thorn.
as, Barbara Wilson and accompanist, Helen
Brown.
A. M. E. Youth On March
For Christian Service
• PAUSINCI FOR a moment a t banquethonoring debutantes and masters following
the ceremonies are '55 buds (coming down
stairway) Elizabeth H. Walker, Janice Graf.
• FLOWERS FOR a lovely bud are presented to Eleanor
James of Maywood, III.'s Canaan A.M.E. church by Mrs.Aiva Garrett, president of the Laymen's League there.
• ONE OF THE most Inspirational and beautiful ceremoniesin the A.M.E. connection, the 1955 Debutante - Mastertdedication was the fourth such event. Held in late Fall in
Grant Memorial A.M.E. church, the dedicatory services
• A.M.E. CHURCHES In Chicacgo, Cary, Milwaukee and
Madison, Wis.; Detroit and Aurora. III were represented.
Endorsed by the Bishop's Council as an outstanding affair
to be held at annual conferences throughout the connec-
tion, the next will be presented in Miami. Fla.. in May of
ton, Owendolyrt Parker, M'arvaleen Attest
Patricia Moore, Amelia Conrad, Nina Rosie
girl,
Beaming happily are Mesdames Mamie GrossleY, 1•11,11/1
shairman; julma Crawford and Mary Rickman.
were first introduced at the general conference it Chicago'sColiseum in May, 1952. Eighteen debutantes and five nwe.
tars took part in the ceremony.
1956. Mrs. julma B. Crawford, a Windy City school teach.
er who also is prominent in religious, education and civic
circles there, is founder of the Debutante-Masters presents.
tion of "youth of the church dedicated to a life of Christie*
service."
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